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ABSTRACT Collapse of historical buildings under static conditions
has to been considered as a risk to deal with. Several events happened
in the past as the collapse of the civic tower of Pavia, the bell tower
of Venice (just to mention some of them) show that, even without a
strong external event, structures can collapse.
Their collapse can produce enormous cultural, social and historical
losses (intangible ones), if by chance human ones there are not. There-
fore these structures present, on the same time, high vulnerability
(that however is not possible to quantify) and high possible tangible
and intangible losses.
The problem is complex above all because we refer to historical struc-
ture that very often had already su¤ered for a damaging process in
their history. Monitoring, identifying the crack pattern is the rst step
to prevent an increase of the damage.
The present work try to deal with this problem, giving a tool able
to indicate in real time if anomalous conditions are passing on the
structure, giving an alarm that can help to prevent the nal collapse
or at least avoid human losses.
In our application we have referred to the Brunelleschi dome in Flo-
rence, a structure with an intangible value, economical, historical and
cultural. A large monitoring system has been installed there in order
to verify the stability of the structure that presents several cracks
that cut completely the dome.
By means of a thermoelastic analysis of data logged by sensors and
by the following use of mathematical tools, a signal that can check
in real-time data that are far from the ones associated to a normal
behavior of the structure, have been set up.
Also the stability of the crack in mechanical term has been studied,
after making a simple model of the structure that is however able to
reproduce the main features of the structural behavior.
The study gives also examples of an useful mathematical tool to detect
singularities on a signal allowing also a spatial identication of the
crack.
Crack identication, crack monitoring and crack stability has there-
fore been pursued in order to identify dangerous conditions for exist-
ing structures.
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Introduction
"It is perhaps trivial to remark of Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Ro-
manesque and Gothic buildings that some of them still exist.[...]
Moreover, the mere survival of ancient buildings implies an extreme
stability of their structure. Minor failures have, of course, occurred,
and there have been major catastrophes." [27].
In the introduction of The stone skeletonHeyman underlines the
importance of an extreme stability of structure in the survival of
ancient buildings; it is therefore not trivial to suppose their integrity
although, when dealing with monumental buildings, we are more
used to think that they could one day collapse only because of an
extreme event as an earthquake.
We do not imagine that they could also collapse without an ex-
ternal good reasonbut only because of an internal weakness of the
system. This internal weakness is often unknown or underestimated
and the extreme stability of the structure is assumed a priori since
these structures exist since a long time and, if no strong events in the
past have already caused their collapse, they would survive forever.
In reality the risk of their collapse exists and, moreover, is di¢ cult to
deal with it. In fact, this lack of external cause is translated into the
risk management vocabulary, in a lack of hazard or better an impos-
sibility to quantify this hazard. Besides, monumental buildings are
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complex structures characterized by several uncertainties and they
can not be treated in statistical terms at all.
Thus, how it is possible to manage with the risk of collapse of a
monumental building under its own weight? How can engineers deal
with this risk? Is however possible to prevent the collapse, despite of
all the problems?
After a short introduction on the risk management, an approach to
the risk of collapse of monumental buildings under static conditions,
in the general framework of the risk management, is here presented.
1.1 Risk management: a brief introduction
Risk management is the orderly process of dealing with natural or
man induced hazards that can threaten life or property of a popu-
lation [40]. The risk management process includes three sequential
steps: the risk identication, the risk assessment and nally the risk
treatment [48].
The identication of the risk consists in recognizing the potential
sources of harm either natural events and human activities. This
is not a trivial task since hazards are often unknown or underesti-
mated1 and in these cases nothing to prevent or to reduce the risk
is done.
Once the identication has been done, one assesses this risk. This
assessment consists of two general parts: the risk analysis in which
the risk is calculated and the risk evaluation.
The risk analysis includes a hazard analysis, a damage determina-
tion and a loss assessment where:
 the hazard analysis consists in identifying the hazard, deter-
mining the relevant intensity levels and the time dependent
probability of occurrence. The magnitude and frequency of oc-
currence of extreme events are determined such as the strength
of an earthquake referred to the Richter scale (relevant inten-
sity level) or the height of a ood level of a given return period
1Also smoking is a trivial exemple of an understimated risk; before it was discovered
that the smoking is dangerous, to smoke was an unknown risk.
Building houses close to river or in not protected costal zones are other examples of
understimated risks.
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(time dependent probability of occurrence). These are calcu-
lated by means of an analysis of the available records of previ-
ous extreme values, when this is possible2.
 The damage determination is directly related to the damage of
the system under analysis and it describes the direct e¤ect of
the hazard on the system itself.
The link between these two points (hazard and damage) is
called vulnerability of the system i.e. the susceptibility of a
structure towards the impact of an hazard3.
 Finally the loss assessment is the sum of the direct and indi-
rect consequences of the system damaging; they can be both
tangible (human, economical) and intangible (cultural, social
and historical).
The risk evaluation uses the results of the risk analysis to create
classes of risk that will be used on the nal step of the risk treat-
ment. Here all the analyzed decisions on how to treat the risk are
collected. These decisions are technical and non-technical ones in
order to reduce the exposure to the hazard.
However, usually the risk of exposure to an extreme event can not
be completely reduced; in this case steps of preparedness have to be
taken as the planning for disaster relief or warning systems, which
have the purpose of warning of threat of an imminent extreme event.
1.1.1 Early Warning
Within the risk management, the warning systems represent an im-
portant subsystem also included between the targets established by
the Scientic and Technical Committee (STC-IDNDR) appointed by
the UN Secretary General to provide guidelines for the UN Interna-
tional Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) [40].
The elements of Early Warning can be illustrated very well by a
famous Japanese anecdote [40].
2Take not that when the analysis of past data is not possible, the hazard analysis
becomes di¢ cult. This problem will be relevant in the following when the collapse of
monumental buildings under static conditions is treated.
3A castle made by cards is more vulnerable than a castle made by Lego bricks to the
impact of the same gust of wind.
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The people of a shing village were celebrating a festival
on the sea shore (a vulnerable population). An old man
(a forecaster), living in a hut on a mound watched from
a distance. He saw suddenly that the sea at the distant
horizon was rising, and he recognized that a Tsunami
wave (an event that occurs in the future after a time tcrit)
was approaching the shore. Unable to reach the people by
voice, he took his rebasket and threw it on the thatched
roof of his house, which burst into ames (a warning was
generated and communicated). The people on the shore
could not see the Tsunami approaching, but they noticed
the re and ran to help (they took action and heeded the
warning) and when the Tsunami wave arrived, they were
on safe ground while extinguishing the re.
The process has all the essentials of a successful early warning
process: a forecast able to identify the danger, a critical time from the
forecast to the occurrence of the disaster causing event, a means to
communicate the warning, and a population at risk which responds
to the warning and takes action, which saves lives [40].
It is evident that the recognition of the hazard to which the pop-
ulation is exposed is the basis for a warning system; if the hazard
is not known, an e¤ective warning system cannot be constructed. A
discussion of warning systems must therefore start with an assess-
ment of the hazard: to perform an early warning, it is rst necessary
to know against what to warn.
1.2 The risk management of monumental buildings
When dealing with existing buildings, the assessment of their reli-
ability requires a number of assumptions that make the assessment
an uncertain process [2]. In particular if one refers to historical or
monumental buildings, the uncertainties increase: original designs
are seldom available, there are uncertainties on the properties of the
material (both at the original and at the present state), the structures
su¤ered damaging process in their history that modied completely
the original structural behavior, etc.
In order to deal with this problem, a classication between histor-
icaland monumentalbuildings has been introduced in the past [2].
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The rst ones are buildings of artistic and/or cultural value which are
found in signicant number as the historic centres of modern towns.
For them the assessment of the vulnerability to a strong event is
usually supported by statistical studies, based on analysis of the be-
havior of similar constructions during similar events occurred in the
past.
Monumental buildings instead are unique, unlike any other; they
are characterized by their own history, often resulting in a com-
posite mixture of added or substituted structural elements, strongly
interacting. In addition there are uncertainties on the mechanical
properties of the materials and on the structural resistance due to
the deterioration frequently accelerated by neglect or carelessness.
Due to their uniqueness, Statistics can not be applied and subjec-
tive probabilities have been applied in evaluating risks [2].
A wide literature exists with reference to seismic vulnerability and
risk (see for example [2], [1], [19], [48]). In particular in Urbans the-
sis a complete analysis of monumental buildings under earthquake
actions has been performed; it starts from the determination of the
probability of the events and arrives to dene risk classes, by fol-
lowing all the intermediate steps of a risk management chain [48].
Although a monument is an unique building, it is however possible to
estimate its vulnerability, even if in terms of a probabilistic relation
between the predicted damage level4 and the earthquake intensity
expected.
Nevertheless systematic studies and data collection have been per-
formed only with reference to seismic vulnerability and risk of mon-
umental buildings. No analysis has been done with reference to the
risk of collapse of monumental buildings under static conditions, that
is the collapse induced by structural failure.
To deal with the risk of collapse of monumental buildings under
static conditions is problematic since, as it will be clear later in this
work, the subject presents uncertainties that do not allow to perform
the classical risk management analysis.
The di¢ culties on dealing with this risk is rst that the collapse of
monumental building under static conditions is often not considered
4A probabilistic denition of the vulnerability is related to a probabilistic distrib-
ution of materials strenghts and of other relevant geometrical, mechanical and model
paramenters; all these probabilities are essentially subjective (as previously said) due to
the shortage of data.
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at all between the potential sources of harm and thus this risk results
underestimated or completely neglected.
In reality, just in reason of material decay, damaging processes, etc.
several of these minor failures and major catastrophes have already
occurred in the past. Some of the most famous collapses of monu-
mental buildings under static conditions, happened in the past, are
here collected, in order to show the relevance of the problem.
1.2.1 The most famous collapses of monumental buildings
Probably the most famous collapse in the history is the one of the
cathedral of Beauvais in 1248. The enormous dimensions of the
church were not much greater than those of other great churches of
the period; nevertheless twelve years after the construction in which
it stood without problems (a period ample enough to assure that
equilibrium has been achieved between thrust and counterthrust),
the cathedral suddenly collapsed. Several hypothesis have been done
about the causes: some adverse geotechnical e¤ects, creep e¤ect...,
but the real cause is not still clear probably because there were sev-
eral acting in the meanwhile. After this event, the cathedral was
rebuilt and in 1569 a tower of 153 m was also completed close to the
church; two years after the construction, two of the four main cross-
ing piers at the base of the tower presented already a dangerous out
of plumb. The immediate works proposed as remedy to the problem
were started only two year later and the tower fell down two weeks
after the beginning of the works [27].
Most recently, in the 1902, the campanile of Venice collapsed; in
this case the disaster was closely studied: not tilt of the tower was
observed while several ssures were seen to wide. Notwithstanding
this last monitoring of tower before the collapse, a main cause was
not found. Examination of the foundations excluded the geotechnical
failure. As often in this case, the reasons are several and they must
been seen in the history of the monument. For example it was known
the presence of vertical ssures in the fabric of the tower; the build-
ing underlaid thunderstorms and lightning that partially damaged
it. It is not to undervalue the e¤ects of these last two natural events:
vertical ssures become wet in thunderstorms and become good con-
ducting channels for a lightning stroke; the temperature rise and the
virtual instantaneous production of steam generate a pressure that
can damage severely the whole structure [27].
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FIGURE 1.1. A sketch of the Beauvais Cathedral as it was after the recon-
struction in 1569, just before the collapse.
The studies which followed the sudden collapse of the Civic Tower
of Pavia in 1989 identied the cause on the time-dependent behavior
of the masonry i.e. viscosity beyond the elastic range under heavy
compressive loads. For the rst time the phenomenon was deeply
studied and it will be shown that it can be considered the basis of
a large number of the partial or total collapses of the past. In fact
such damage can evolve in a relatively long time determining a slow
crack propagation that can lead to failure. This aspect suggests to
carefully analyze the evolution of vertical cracks which might appear
for example on the external walls of tower or on all the particularly
slender or heavily loaded elements as columns or pillars. They can be
overloaded by permanent compressive stress; concentration of stress
in some points can also happen because of non homogeneous mater-
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FIGURE 1.2. The rubble of the civic tower of Pavia after the collapse.
ial. Moreover one has to consider that this e¤ect can also be coupled
with the additional stress induced by cyclic wind action and temper-
ature variations that may contribute to increase the damage [6].
Moreover, the e¤ect of compressive load was probably the cause of
the partial sudden collapse of Noto cathedral in 1996. The cathedral
was damaged by the earthquake of 1990; it was closed for a cer-
tain time to build some provisional structures before the necessary
repairs. Nevertheless these provisional structures were not su¢ cient
since during the night on 13thMarch, the main dome, transept, com-
plete roof and vault of the central nave, part of the drum and part
of the small dome of the right nave fell down fortunately without
any casualty. The studies conrm that the collapse certainly devel-
oped starting from one or more of the right piers of the central nave.
After removing the plaster that covered the left piers, a series of ver-
tical large cracks were found; they were clearly due to compressive
stress. The damage would probably progress even without the last
earthquake that only accelerated the process [6].
Previous examples show that collapse under static conditions is
a potential source of harm for monumental buildings. Nevertheless
performing a risk analysis (risk identication, risk assessment and
nally risk treatment) presents several di¢ culties: besides all the
uncertainties due to the fact that we are referring to monumental
buildings, di¢ culties arise on the analysis of the hazard since it is
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FIGURE 1.3. Noto Cathedral: immiditely after the collapse (the provisional
system installed after the earthquake of the 1990 are still visible); during
the recent reconstruction works; how now it appears.
characteristic of the structure itself and therefore to dene an inten-
sity level and the time dependent probability of occurrence (as for
the seismic risk) is not possible. The collapse can be induced by a
material decay, by an erroneous design (initial design or design of
previous restorations works), etc. and often the causes are unknown;
thus it is not possible to deal with this problem in probabilistic term
of occurrence. Dening a vulnerability level is not possible due to
the incapacity to evaluate the susceptibility of the structure towards
the impact of the not assessable hazard.
Nevertheless it is evident that the collapse can produce enor-
mous cultural, social and historical losses (intangible ones), if, by
chance, there are not casualties or dead persons. Thus these struc-
tures present, at the same time, high vulnerability and high possible
tangible and intangible losses.
In order to deal with it, we can not use Statistic or analysis of
past data referred to similar structures but we have to perform an
analysis strictly related to the monument itself. The process starts in
identifying the hazard by determining if the structure has su¤ered a
damaging process in the past, or if it has some internal weakness that
could lead to a collapse. However, as the previous examples show,
the correlation between e¤ects and causes of damage is not often
clear at rst glance, and a deep investigation, both experimental
and analytical, is necessary.
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1.2.2 Monitoring: a tool for a risk analysis
Structural health monitoring has recently emerged as a reliable and
e¢ cient approach to control the system performance, to detect dam-
age and to assess the structural serviceability. In Italy, Public Works
Ministry explicitly required a diagnostic phase on support to the
design or to the maintenance of existing buildings (Legge Merloni,
1994).
Therefore very often monitoring systems are in use; they consist
of two major components: a network of sensors for collecting per-
formance measurements and a data analysis algorithm/software for
interpretation of the measurements as the physical condition of the
structure.
A cognitive monitoring or a check-up monitoring is possible.
Cognitive monitoringis based on the denition of some mechani-
cal model of the structure under analysis that can help to interpret
data logged by sensors. For a correct structural evaluation a deep
knowledge of several parameters is required as:
 building history and evolution
 geometry
 structural details
 crack pattern and material decay map
 wall construction technique and materials
 material proprieties
 structure stability.
All these informations can be achieved trough on site and labora-
tory experimental investigations, structural analyses with appropri-
ate models and nal diagnosis.
Sometimes, as in case of the collapses of Pavia and Noto, the lo-
cations of the fractures can not be immediate since they can be
hidden by the plaster or by some frescos which are not possible to
be removed. In this case recent signal processing techniques based on
wavelet analysis (see Chapter 2) have proven their ability to iden-
tify discontinuities which could represent cracks; a widespread set
of instruments (deformometers, for example) must be placed on the
1.2 The risk management of monumental buildings 11
FIGURE 1.4. Monitoring process.
structure, in particular in the most critical points, and the analysis
of data logged is necessary. It is important not to underestimate this
phase of identication, since, as shown before, the presence of cracks
could modify completely the global structural behavior and could be
symptomatic of the overall safety of the building.
Once the set up model ts the data logged by the monitoring
system, one may:
 try to understand if the cracks are stable or instable, identifying
a possible scenario for the crack opening evolution;
 make hypothesis on the causes of the crack opening, design
some reinforcement scheme (if necessary) and evaluate the ef-
fects of this one on the overall structural behavior (risk pre-
vention);
 calibrate a numerical model in order to investigate the struc-
tural response under special loading conditions such as the ones
induced by an earthquake (vulnerability evaluation).
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Unfortunately, when dealing with historical buildings, a cognitive
monitoring is particularly di¢ cult because these structures are of-
ten irregular, construction phases and modalities are not known,
there are uncertainties about the constitutive proprieties of the ma-
terials (the hypotheses of isotropy, homogeneity, elastic behavior of
materials are not applicable) and often they have already su¤ered
damaging processes that modied their structural behavior. More-
over, although several non destructive techniques have recently been
implemented, the correlation between tests data and real masonry
performance is still a di¢ cult task.
In these cases it is however possible to control the structure or
a part of it: a check-up monitoringcan be performed. Data logged
by the sensors are used to dene a normal behavior of the structure
(the one in which the structure behaves without increasing, in an
irreversible way, damage) and therefore to identify possible anom-
alous conditions i.e. the ones that could lead to a severe increase of
damage and in the worst case to the collapse.
A check-up monitoring results therefore a early warning system
that gives alarm of a future risk of collapse.
1.2.3 Warning System
An e¢ cient warning system starts from a risk recognition, therefore
the initial cognitive monitoring that addresses to the identication
of the damage in the structure is the rst essential step. Once the
risk has been identied, the warning system must be able to forecast
the extreme event in real-time and to give a warn. In structural
health monitoring, an early-warning must give warn if the structure
is undergoing an anomalous behavior characterized for example, by
anomalous5 data of displacement.
Early-warning is only e¤ective if the recipients have condence in
it and therefore the system must be as much as possible reliable, not
giving false alarms.
By referring the example of the Japanese anecdote to the case of
the collapse of structures, also in this case we must have a forecaster
able to identify the danger (i.e. identify in real time the damage as for
example a sudden crack opening); the forecaster must communicate
5Anomalous with respect to displacement data associated to the normal (already
prooven safe) behavior of the structure.
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the occurrence of the disaster (i.e. give an alarm before the possible
complete collapse of the structure) within a critical time in order to
reduce the nal losses (critical time can be the time to perform some
immediate restoration works to avoid the collapse, if the damage is
not so relevant, or just the time to prevent casualties but not avoiding
the partial or total collapse of the structure, if it is a severe damage).
The forecast of the event is the rst step and it is usually per-
formed by extrapolating of the value of a signal into the near future.
By referring to an existing building embedded with some sensors
(which log for example the displacements of some critical structural
elements), if it has been possible to set up a model that reproduces
in a satisfactory way the real structure, the future displacements can
be forecasted in real-time by knowing loading conditions.
When dealing with monumental buildings this is seldom possible
and thus forecasting systems are based on the analysis of the sta-
tistical properties of the past data and by comparing the resulted
signal with the actual data: regression analysis, neural network, ge-
netic algorithms are useful tools to forecast a datum at time tn+1
when data till time tn are known.
It is important to note that these methods are not dependent on
all the mechanical and structural uncertainties that one meets on
trying to model the structural behavior of a monumental building.
In this work a check-up monitoring system set up to identify iso-
lated events in real-time and to give an alarm of a possible imminent
collapse has been developed.
To address the risk of collapse of monumental buildings under sta-
tic conditions by means of early-warning system is, in fact, the most
e¢ cient way to overcome all the di¢ culties that characterizes the
subject. In fact a warning system, able to forecast the risk of col-
lapse in a reliable way, represents the most important way (if not
the only one) to deal with this risk: leaving apart from the incapa-
bility of dening an intensity hazard, leaving apart the di¢ culties on
dening the vulnerability of the structure, it could however prevent
the risk of collapse or reduce at least the nal losses.
1.3 Contribution of the present work
As we discussed till now, the application of the classical risk man-
agement theory meets several di¢ culties on dealing with the safety
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of monumental buildings; the present work proposes an alternative
approach.
The aim of this work is to give a contribution in the management
of monumental buildings. We have seen that dealing with the risk of
collapse under static conditions is a di¢ cult task that requires some
modications from the classical path of the risk management.
Here, we have rst to identify the risk and, since we are treating
monumental buildings, we need to refer to a real one; we have seen
that each of them is unique and not classiable into schemes. The
structure analyzed, S. Maria del Fiore Cathedral, is one of the most
important monumental buildings in Florence and it has not only a
religious value but also an artistic and historical one. It has already
su¤ered during the past from a damaging process and its safety wor-
ried so much that a large monitoring system has been installed.
The cathedral and in particular the dome presents a complex crack
pattern that completely modied the structural behavior. Analyses
of the logged data show that the fractures change their amplitude
by increasing in time. Is it possible that the structure will collapse
one day due to the rising damage? What can be do to prevent the
collapse or at least to reduce the nal losses?
Here, in reason of all the uncertainties that arise when dealing
with monumental buildings, we have rst analyzed the problem by
studying the logged data and by identifying the main features of the
structural behavior.
To set up a nite element model meets always di¢ culties referring
to monumental buildings: the model can not account of all the char-
acteristics of the structure and thus it results in any case incomplete
and not able to reproduce exactly the whole structural behavior.
Our aim was to give an operative tool that could help to prevent
the risk of collapse. Thus, an early-warning system has been set up
by introducing an E¤ective Alarm Signal that exceeds a xed thresh-
old only in case of risk. This system forecasts the possible risk only
by means of the logged data (in particular deformations and temper-
ature time-histories); it is completely independent on the materials
uncertainties and on the unknowns about the structural behavior.
In this way it overcomes all the di¢ culties that one can nd in per-
forming numerical analyses of the structure, or trying to reproduce
it. In addition it is a reliable tool that gives an E¤ective Alarm Signal
only for a possible structural problem as in case of a sudden increase
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in crack opening and by neglecting the case of possible instrumental
problems that can occur as in case of thunderstorms.
Once the alarm has been given to an appropriate decision maker,
rst it must be communicated to the population (the rebasket of the
Japanese anecdote) in order to avoid casualties, then, in reason of the
importance of the damage, if there is not an imminent collapse, one
can decide for deeper investigation on the structure and restoration
works.
In order to verify if S. Maria del Fiore cathedral is still safe (and
how far a sudden increase of the crack opening could be), also an
analysis of the stability of the main cracks has been performed. A
basic nite element model has been set up; a model that, despite of
all the uncertainties, is able to reproduce the most important local
characteristics of the structure. The model has been used to evaluate
in mechanical terms the tendency of the cracks to grow in an instable
way.
The work is organized as follows: after this preliminary chapter on
risk management of monumental building, chapter 2 presents an in-
troduction on the use of wavelet analysis on isolated events detection
in monitoring of structures. Isolated events are all the events that
di¤er from the other ones, revealing the presence of a singularity. A
singularity could represent the presence of a crack or could be an
anomalous datum of displacement in a time-history. Therefore, their
detection is a very important aim of monitoring a structure.
In chapter 3 the case of the Brunelleschi dome is presented: rst
a brief introduction on the structure, on the crack layout and on
the monitoring system installed is given. The main results on the
analysis of the logged data are also presented allowing to roughly
dene the structural behavior. Afterwards the early-warning system
set up is presented. It is important to remark that this early-warning
system, however performed on data of Brunelleschi dome, could how-
ever be useful for any structure that presents as well a thermoelastic
behavior.
In chapter 4 nally the study of the stability of the cracks is ana-
lyzed. The analysis has been performed by means of a nite numer-
ical model of the structure: a basic one has been done. Even if the
nite element model can not reproduce the overall structural behav-
ior, it is however able to simulate the most important characteristic
16 1. Introduction
of the structure in the proximity of the crack, where it is important
to study the stability.
The obtained results allow to state that the fracture is still stable,
but a continuos monitoring is however necessary in order to control
its growing, giving therefore a reason to the application of an early-
warning system.
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The use of wavelet analysis to detect
isolated events
Structural health monitoring aims at a real-time characterization of
structural performance to enhance structural safety and to signi-
cantly reduce lifetime operating costs by early detection for mainte-
nance.
An increasing interest on damage localization1 grew around 1970s
in mechanical and aerospace industry and arrived later also to civil
engineering structures.
In this framework, most structural health monitoring systems de-
veloped in the past were performed by measuring structural dynamic
characteristics and analyzing these data in the frequency domain
by performing modal analysis. The premise of these vibration-based
methods is that dynamic characteristics of a structure are a function
of its mechanical properties: changes in mechanical properties as a
result of localized structural damage, will result in changes in the
characteristic dynamic vibrations of the structure due to a reduction
in sti¤ness and an increase in damping. A comprehensive literature
review on methods of damage detection and health monitoring using
vibration signals was provided by Doebling et al. [18].
1Not always damage localization directly by visual inspection is possible or easy. Let
us remind for exemple the case of Noto cathedral where cracks were covered by the
plaster.
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Nevertheless, there are some limitations to this methodology:
 rst, the response of a structure before and after the damage
must be provided. This is possible only in laboratory exper-
iments: here small structures (scaled model of real ones), or
parts of real structures are built up and their performances
before and after introducing damaging are checked. A com-
parison between modal parameters of undamaged and dam-
aged condition is thus possible. On the contrary, in real struc-
tures monitoring systems are installed only after damage has
been discovered or an extreme event (that could have damaged
the structure) has occurred. No information about undamaged
structural behavior is available.
 Moreover, experimental verications, performed in order to
check modal analysis reliability, have shown that in large struc-
tures modal characteristics might be insensitive to localized
damage and changes in the mode shapes due to damage might
not be detected due to noise corruption of the signal.
 Finally, the traditional modal analysis is not applicable for a
real-time detection. In fact it is performed in the frequency
domain by implementing Fourier transform: a good frequency
resolution, but not time resolution at all is then provided. A
deep explanation of this remark will be given in the following
(section 2.1).
To overcome these di¢ culties, alternative methods of damage de-
tection have been proposed: wavelet analysis has recently gained a
growing popularity as an e¢ cient tool of signal processing in this
eld. Wavelet analysis may be viewed as an extension of Fourier
transform with adjustable window location and size that allows to
achieve at the same time frequency and time resolution.
In the next sections a brief summary of Fourier transform and
wavelet analysis are rst presented. A particular attention will be
given to the di¤erences between Fourier and wavelet analysis, un-
derlying the main peculiarities of the second one comparing to the
traditional one. An overview of wavelet application on damage de-
tection will then follow.
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2.1 A brief presentation of Fourier transform
The continuous formulation of Fourier transform is here reported, a
discrete one is also possible.
For a given continuous function f 2 L1 (R) ; we dene Fourier
transform as the integral
f^(!) =
+1Z
 1
f(t)e i!tdt; (2.1)
where ! = 2n is the angular frequency measured in radians per
second and e i!t = cos(!t) + i sin(!t) as usual.
Therefore, the function f^ allows to measure the frequency con-
tent of f : intuitively, for a given frequency !, the Fourier transform
measures how muchthe function f matches sine and cosine func-
tions with that frequency. A large value indicates that f has a major
spectral component at that frequency.
If f is integrable, an inverse formula is also possible:
f(t) =
1
2
+1Z
 1
f^(!)ei!td!: (2.2)
Equation 2.2 decomposes f in a sum of sinusoidal waves ei!t of am-
plitude f^(!):
A drawback of the Fourier transform is the result of an integra-
tion over the entire signal length: in this way it tells us which fre-
quency components exist in the signal but not where in time the
single components exist. As result, this global mix of informations
makes di¢ cult to analyze any local property of f directly from f^ and
moreover it does not result useful in case of non stationary signals
or for real-time applications.
In 1946 the physicists Dennis Gabor overcame this problem: he
dened elementary time-frequency atomsas waveforms that have a
minimal spread in a time-frequency plane. To measure time-frequency
informationcontent, he proposed to decompose the signal over these
elementary atomic waveforms dened as2
gu;(t) = g(t  u)e it:
2The energy of gu; is concentrated near u and in a time interval of t (standard
deviation of jgj2). Its Fourier transform is a translation by  of the Fourier transform g^
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The windowed Fourier transform dened by Gabor correlates a func-
tion f with each atom gu;:
Sf(u; ) =
+1Z
 1
f(t)g(t  u)e itdt:
Therefore it represents a Fourier integral that is localized in the
neighborhood of u by the window g(t u); the window can be shifted
along the time axis allowing time resolution.
In a time-frequency plane (t; !), the energy spread of the atom gu;
is symbolically represented by the Heisenberg rectangle illustrated in
gure 2.1. The rectangle is centered in (u; ) and has a time width t
and a frequency width !. From the uncertainty principle3, the area
satises t!  12 ; when g is a Gaussian function, the equal holds
[22].
Nevertheless since the support of the window function is constant
with respect to the translation parameter u, also windowed Fourier
transform is not optimal for non stationary signals.
The need for a transform that uses window functions of variable
width (narrow for the analysis of high frequencies, wider for smaller
frequencies), that is a transform with variable resolution, has led to
the formalization of wavelet transform.
of g:
g^u;(!) = g^(!   )e iu(! ):
The energy of g^u; is therefore localized near the frequency , over an interval size of
! : A deeper description of Gabors atoms can be found in [22].
3For the uncertainty principle the energy spread of a function and its Fourier trans-
form cannot be simultaneously arbitrarily small.
For exemple the Dirac (t   u) has a support restricted to t = u but its Fourier
transform e iu! has energy uniformly spread over all frequencies. One knows that
f^(!)
dacays quikly at high frequencies only if f has regular variations in time. The energy
of f must therefore be spread over a relatively large domain. To reduce the time spread
of f , one can think to scale it by s < 1, by maintaining constant its energy. Now, if
fs(t) =
1p
s
f( t
s
); then kfsk2 = kfk2 and the Fourier transform f^(!) = psf^(s!) is
dilated by 1=s, loosing in frequency localization what gained in time [33].
Exactly Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that the temporal variance and the
frequency variance of f 2 L2(R) satisfy 2t2!  14 [33].
This principle has a particularly important interpretation in quantum mechanics as
an uncertainty of the position and momentum of a free particle [22].
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FIGURE 2.1. Time-frequency boxes: Heisenberg rectangles represent the
energy spread of two Gabor atoms.
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2.2.1 Continuous Wavelet Transform
For every function f 2 L2 (R;C), the continuous wavelet transform
of f is dened as
(W f) (u; s) :=


f;  u;s

=
Z
R
f(t) u;s(t)dt (2.3)
with u; s 2 R, with u the translation parameter and s the scale
parameter. (  is the complex conjugate of  as usual). The functions
f u;sgs;u2R;s 6=0 are obtained from translation and dilations of a basis
function  2 L2 (R;C), dened as
 u;s(t) = jsj 1=2  

t  u
s

: (2.4)
This basis function is called mother wavelet and has to satisfy the
admissibility condition
C :=
Z
R
b (!)2
!
d! < +1; (2.5)
where b (!) is the Fourier transform of  ; t and ! are the time
and the circular frequency. The condition (2.5) implies that:
(i)  (t) has a zero average, that is
R
R  (t)dt = 0 and
b (0) = 0;
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FIGURE 2.2. Time-frequency boxes of two wavelets  u;s and  u0;s0 :When
the scale parameter s decreases, the time support is reduced but the fre-
quency spread increases and covers an interval that is shifted towards high
frequencies.
(ii)
R
R
b (!)2 dt < 1 i.e. the function has nite energy that
implies that most of the energy in the basis function is conned
to a nite duration.
The continuous wavelet transform is therefore a sort of windowed
transform where the parameter of the scale allows to have windows of
unequal lengths. If the scaling parameter s is 0 < s 1, the window
is narrow and thus appropriate for high frequency components of the
signal f . If s  1 the window is wide and appropriate for low fre-
quency components. In a time-frequency plane (t; !), a wavelet atom
 u;s is symbolically represented by a rectangle centered at (u; =s)
The time and frequency spread are respectively proportional to s and
1=s:When s varies, the height and width of the rectangle change but
its area remains constant (gure 2.2) according to Heisenberg prin-
ciple [33].
The condition (2.5) allows to dene the inverse transform
f(t) = C 1 
Z
R
Z
R
Wf (u; s) u;s(t)
dsdu
s2
:
By the inverse formulation, the original signal f(t) can be obtained
starting from its wavelet decomposition.
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2.2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform
A discrete formulation follows by selecting s and u as powers of xed
numbers, namely sj0 and ku0s
j
0, with j; k 2 Z.
The discrete version of W f (u; s) is then dened by
W (j; k) :=


f;  j;k

=
Z
R
f(t) j;k(t)dt (2.6)
where now
 j;k(t) =
1
s
j=2
0
 (s j0 t  ku0sj0) (2.7)
which decomposes the function f in the discrete set of coe¢ cients
fWf (j; k) =


f;  j;k
gj;k2Z:
Unlike the continuous version, the discrete wavelet transform is
not always invertible; to ensure the reconstruction of a function from
a set of wavelet coe¢ cients is necessary to introduce the frames [49].
A set of functions


 j;k
	
j;k2Z is a frame for L
2 (R) if there exists
the constants A and B with 0 < A  B < +1 such that
A kfk2 
X
j;k

f;  u;s2  B kfk2 ; 8f 2 L2 (R) :
The frameis called exactif A = B = 1: An exact frame forms an
orthonormal basis in L2 (R) that leads to the wavelet series expansion
of f
f(t) =
X
j;k


f;  j;k

 j;k(t)
that is the formula of reconstruction.
By restricting to a dyadic scale (2n) the values of s and assuming
u0 = 1 
 j;n(t) = 2
 j=2 

t  2jn
2j

(j;n)2Z2
; (2.8)
we introduce the multiresolution analysis in which the basic idea is
to reconstruct a function f as a limit of successive approximations,
each smoother than the previous one, corresponding to a di¤erent
level of resolution. The family


 j;n
	
j;n2Z is an orthonormal basis
in L2 (R) :
In other words, starting from a function f , it is possible to neglect
some details and still obtain a function f1, smooter than the original
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f; but that still preserves the main features. The procedure can be
performed once again, by starting now form f1 and going on in the
decomposition till to obtain a nal version fn of f that has only the
essential features of the original signal.
To build a multiresolution analysis, some conditions must be con-
sider. Multiresolution approximation, see [33], is a sequence of closed
subspaces fVjgj2Z of L2 (R) such that
(i) 8(j; k) 2 Z2; f(t) 2 Vj , f
 
t  2jk 2 Vj ;
(ii) 8j 2 Z; Vj+1  Vj ;
(iii) 8j 2 Z; f(t) 2 Vj , f( t2) 2 Vj+1;
(iv) limj!+1 Vj =
+1\
j= 1
Vj = f0g;
(v) limj!+1 Vj = Closure
0@ +1[
j= 1
Vj
1A = L2 (R) ;
(vi) There exists a unique function  2 V0 such that the family of
functions f (t  n)gn2Z is an orthonormal basis in V0:
By dening the function
j;n(t) = 2
 j=2

t  2jn
2j

;
from (i) and (vi), the family of function fj;kgk2Z is an orthonor-
mal basis for Vj with constant of normalization 2 j=2. Property (ii)
means that Vj is invariant by any translation proportional to the
scale 2jand it ensures that an approximation at a resolution 2 j con-
tains all the informations to compute an approximation at a coarser
resolution 2 (j+1) that is the function fi has all the informations to
calculate the function f(i+1): Property (ii) imposes that Vj  Vj 1:
In particular 2 1=2
 
t
2
 2 V1  V0: Since  is an orthonormal basis
of V0, we can decompose


t
2

=
p
2
+1X
n= 1
h[n](t  n) (2.9)
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with h[n] lter coe¢ cients of the dilation equation (2.9) with the
scaling function 4:
The factor 2 j , allowing to move from V0 to Vj is called resolution.
Therefore, an approximation of a given function f 2 L2 (R) ; at
level j, is the orthogonal projection of f in Vj
PV jf =
+1X
n= 1


f; j;n

j;n:
Property (v) ensures that limj!1 PV jf = f for every f 2 L2 (R) i.e.
the signal can be obtained as a limit of successive approximations
with resolution 2 j : Since Vj+1  Vj , the approximation at the scale
j contains all the features of f captured by scale j+1 and adds some
details. Such details can be modelled as the orthogonal complement
Wj of Vj in Vj 1 that is Vj 1 = Vj Wj ; hence Wl  Vl 1  Vj
for j < l, Wj and Wl are orthogonal, therefore L2 (R) = +1j= 1Wj :
Indeed Vj 1 =WjVj and by substitution VL = Jj=L 1WjVJ , for
L > J: Since fVjgj2Z is a multiresolution approximation, VL and VJ
tend respectively to L2 (R) and f0g when L and J go respectively
to  1 and +1. Also an union of orthonormal bases of all Wj is
therefore an orthonormal basis of L2 (R) :
In an intuitive way, we can say that at each level of approximation,
the function fi+1 is obtained as fi + di, where di are the neglected
details. These details are in the space W , while the function fi is in
the space V: W and V are orthogonal.
Let us now dene the mother wavelet as a function  2 W0: the
family f j;ngn2Z with
 j;n(t) = 2
 j=2 

t  2jn
2j

(2.10)
for any scale 2j , is an orthonormal basis of Wj and for all scales
f j;ngj;n2Z is an orthonormal basis of L2 (R) :
Since W1  V0 the mother wavelet can be derived by the scaling
function  as
 

t
2

=
p
2
+1X
n= 1
g[n](t  n):5 (2.11)
4h[n] =
D
1p
2

 
t
2

;  (t  n)
E
:
5g[n] =
D
1p
2
 
 
t
2

;  (t  n)
E
:
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We can summarize: an orthogonal wavelet system is a collection of
functions obtained as translation and dilations of the two functions:
scaling function  and mother wavelet  
j;n(t) = 2
 j=2

t  2jn
2j

;
 j;n(t) = 2
 j=2 

t  2jn
2j

such that the family f j;ngn2Z is an orthonormal basis of L2 (R) :
The importance of the multiresolution analysis introduced by Mallat
[33] is given by the fact that any function f 2 L2 (R) can be expressed
by wavelet series
f =
+1X
j;n= 1
hf;  j;ni j;n: (2.12)
Since Vj0 = j0 1i= 1Wi, equation 2.12 is equivalent to
f(t) =
X
n2Z
aj0;nj0;n(t) +
1X
j=j0
X
n2Z
dj;n j;n(t);
where the scaling and wavelet coe¢ cients are dened
aj;n = hf; j;ni =
Z
R
f(t)j;n(t)dt; (2.13)
dj;n = hf;  j;ni =
Z
R
f(t) j;n(t)dt:
Therefore each function f can be decomposed in a series of approx-
imation and detail functions; at each approximation each function
neglects some details di: The procedure is schematically represented
in gure 2.3.
It is important to remark that not all wavelet functions have scal-
ing functions; only orthogonal wavelets have their scaling functions.
When scaling and mother functions exist together, they act as a low-
pass and high-pass lters, respectively, i.e. scaling function captures
low frequency components of the signal, mother function, high ones.
2.2.3 Wavelet families
There are many wavelet families in the literature, each characterized
by di¤erent regularity criteria such as symmetry (useful in avoiding
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FIGURE 2.3. Schematic sketch of wavelet decomposition process. The orig-
inal function f can be obtained as a limit of smoother approximations.
dephasing, in particular for image processing), regularity (useful for
the reconstruction of the signal), and orthogonality (allowing fast
algorithm and space-saving coding), see [33]. Here, Haar wavelet,
Daubechies family and the biorthogonal one (the ones used in the
following applications) are shortly described.
 The Haar family is the simplest family of wavelets with com-
pact support that ensures a good localization in time. The
basis is obtained with a multiresolution of piecewise constant
functions. The scaling function is
 (t) =

1; 0  t  1;
0; otherwise:
FIGURE 2.4. Haar family: scaling and wavelet functions.
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FIGURE 2.5. 10-th order Daubechies scaling and wavelet functions.
The lter h[n] of equation 2.9 has non-zero coe¢ cients equal
to 2 1=2 at n = 0 and n = 1. Hence
2 1=2 

t
2

=
+1X
n= 1
( 1)1 n h[1  n](t  n) =
=
1p
2
( (t  1)  (t)) ;
so that the wavelet function obtained is
 (t) =
8<:
 1; 0  t  12 ;
1; 12  t  1;
0; otherwise:
 The mother wavelet of the Daubechies family DaubN; N 2
N, has compact support of length 2N   1 and N vanishing
moments (i.e.  is orthogonal to polynomials with order p 
N): The vanishing moments property ensures that coe¢ cients
at ner scales are larger in magnitude where the function has
singularities.
Except when N = 1, which corresponds to Haar wavelet, no
analytical form of Daubechies family exists. Orthogonality and
vanishing moments properties have been formulated in terms
of the lter coe¢ cients h.
Before presenting biorthogonal wavelets, it is necessary to intro-
duce the fast orthogonal wavelet transform.
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From Mallat theory, equation 2.13 can be written as
aj+1[p] =
+1X
n= 1
h[n  2p]aj [n] = aj ? h[2p];
dj+1[p] =
+1X
n= 1
g[n  2p]dj [n] = dj ? g[2p];
where h[2p] = h[n   2p] and the operator ? denotes a discrete con-
volution product. This means that the lter h removes the higher
frequencies on the inner product sequence aj while g is a high-pass
lter which collects the remaining higher frequencies. Therefore an
orthogonal wavelet representation of aL =


f; j;n

is composed of
the wavelet coe¢ cients of f at scales 2L < 2j  2J plus the remaining
approximation at the larger scale 2J , that is
[fdjgL<jJ ; aJ ]:
 Biorthogonal wavelets have an explicit expression only as splines
dened piecewise. They are characterized by two wavelets and
two scaling functions; a rst one for the decomposition and a
second one for the reconstruction of the signal,
(t) =
p
2
1X
n= 1
h [n](2t  n); e(t) = p2 1X
n= 1
eh [n] e(2t  n);
 (t) =
p
2
1X
n= 1
g [n] (2t  n); e (t) = p2 1X
n= 1
eg [n] e (2t  n):
Particular conditions have to be respected in order to have
biorthogonal bases. By considering that
g [n] = ( 1)1 n h [n  1] ; eg [n] = ( 1)1 n eh [n  1]
and choosing
bh(!) = p2 exp i!
2

cos
!
2
p
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FIGURE 2.6. Scaling functions and biorthogonal wavelets when both
p; ~p = 4.
with  = 0 for p even and  = 1 for p odd ( = 1 ( 1)
p
2 ), the
Fourier transform of the scaling function used in the decompo-
sition is b(!) = exp i!
2

sin (!=2)
!=2
p
:
In this way,  is a compactly supported polynomial spline of
same degree of  and is obtained as a linear combination of
box splines (2t  n).
By selecting p = 4 (both in the decomposition and reconstruc-
tion process), we obtain a family of wavelets that is often used
in image analysis: it has symmetry, good numerical stability
and produces small wavelet coe¢ cients in regular domain.
2.3 Use of wavelet transform in structural
monitoring
Due to the ability of wavelet transform on detecting and charac-
terizing transients by using a zooming procedures across the scales,
several applications in structural health monitoring are possible. In
fact, by choosing for example a real  function, since it has a zero
average, wavelet coe¢ cients Wf(u; s) measure the variations of f in
the neighborhood of u whose size is proportional to s: sharp signal
transitions create large amplitude wavelet coe¢ cients.
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Singularities are detected by following across scales the local max-
ima of wavelet coe¢ cients. In image processing, high amplitude wavelet
coe¢ cients indicate the position of edges which are sharp variations
of the image intensity.
These features can allow an identication of frequency components
in time and a detection of singularities both in signals and images.
The identication of frequency components, as discussed, was al-
ready possible with Fourier transform. In this case it was moreover
impossible to identify the instant in which each component appears.
Thanks to time-frequency resolution of wavelet analysis, changes into
modal parameters can be localized also in time allowing the use of
this methodology for on-line application too.
Wavelet capability on detecting singularities has also been applied
for a direct identication of damage from displacement and defor-
mation signals. Let us for instance consider a structure (or a part
of it) monitored in its displacements; a normal condition can be de-
ned (i.e. the one associated to displacements when no damaging is
occurring). When a rare event that damage the structure happens,
this will produce an anomalous displacement datum. This datum is
a singularity that wavelet analysis may allow to identify.
Wavelets are usually applied to analyze signals in the time domain.
Spatial wavelets are also possible. The spatial wavelet formulation
is obtained by substituting the parameters t with the the spatial
coordinate x in the equations 2.3 and 2.4 for the continuous form and
in equations 2.6 and 2.7 for the discrete one, obtaining respectively
the continuous spatial wavelet
(W f) (u; s) :=


f;  u;s

=
Z
R
f(x) u;s(x)dx
 u;s(x) = jsj 1=2  

x  u
s

and the discrete one
W (j; k) :=


f;  j;k

=
Z
R
f(x) j;k(x)dx
 j;k(x) =
1
s
j=2
0
 (s j0 x  ku0sj0):
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In this case wavelet coe¢ cients cj;n (aj;n and dj;n) behave like a
zoom that starts from a gross view of the signal and moves to ner
and ner details of it. A sudden change in wavelet coe¢ cients indi-
cates now a local perturbation in the signal in the region spanned
by the corresponding wavelet. The suitable scale of wavelet to use
will depend on the perturbation present on the material (crack for
instance); hence, detection can be poor if the scale does not com-
mensurate with conguration of perturbation.
Spatial wavelet proved very useful for a spatial identication of
damage. A spatially distributed set of instruments must be placed in
critical regions to detect in the structure; analyses of characteristic
data as displacements or deformations are then performed.
By extending in two-dimension wavelet theory (see [33]), applica-
tions also to images are possible; several experiments have already
been done, in which images of beams or other structural elements
have been passed through a wavelet decomposition allowing an iden-
tication of anomalies in the region under analysis, always by using
wavelet capability to detect singularities.
In the next sections it will be presented two prominent examples
of the use of wavelets on the detection of singularities; in the rst
one, spatial wavelets are used to detect the presence of a crack and to
characterize the structural behavior of a notched beam. The second
example, instead, presents wavelet capability on detecting anomalous
data on time-histories as the ones that can be logged by instruments
placed in a monitoring system.
The reported examples are both numerical simulations reproduc-
ing real situations that can be met on analyzing existing structures.
2.4 The spatial identication of cracks in a special
case of complex body
In the following spatial wavelets are used to analyze the results of
a numerical simulation over a notched specimen undergoing a four
points bending test. The e¢ ciency of spatial wavelets on detecting
cracks has already been demonstrated in literature (see [51], [41]); the
example here described presents a completely new application that
shows other potentialities of this tool. In fact, the analysis is here
performed on a beam made of a particular material, a quasicrystal.
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Quasicrystals are metallic alloys that, due to their physical properties
(above all high oxidation resistance and low friction coe¢ cient), have
gained a growing interest on both mechanical and civil applications
(as for example on structures with problem of oxidation or structures
that need low friction as trolleys).
These materials are characterized by the fact that the substruc-
tural changes can not be neglected (as is always done in studying
simple bodies6) since they interplay with gross mechanical behav-
ior. By using wavelet analysis it has been possible to characterize
these substructural changes and in particular how they interact and
inuence the gross deformations, in particular around the crack.
2.4.1 A brief introduction on quasicrystals
Quasicrystals are aluminium based alloys with quasiperiodic arrange-
ments of atoms. The break of the translational symmetry in the
atomic lattice is determined by the presence of atomic clusters with
symmetry di¤erent from the prevailing one: they are commonly called
worms. The worms may be created and destroyed everywhere in the
lattice as a consequence of atomic rearrangements: these atomic re-
arrangements (also called phason activity) have a prominent inu-
ence on the gross mechanical behavior. Therefore to describe these
materials is necessary to introduce internal degrees of freedom, addi-
tional to the macroscopic ones, that account for the atomic activity.
So, quasicrystals are prominent example of complex bodies; an in-
troduction on the mechanics of complex bodies (in particular with
reference to quasicrystals) is given in Appendix A. In order to focus
here only on the use of wavelets in spatial detection, also informa-
tions on the set up of the numerical simulation are reported on the
same Appendix.
2.4.2 The wavelet analysis
A standard four-point bending test of a notched beam (gure 2.7)
has been considered; a characteristic dimension of the body a = 1:0m
6Therefore quasicrystals are a prominent example of complex body i.e. a body in
which changes in the material substructure have prominent macroscopic e¤ects due to
the interactions generated by substructural changes.
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FIGURE 2.7. Four-point bending test of a beam made of quasicrystals and
endowed by a notch.
and a unit thickness (t = 1:0m) are chosen. The reference value of
the loading forces is F = 1000N and no body force acts.
First, we consider a static setting. The 2-dimensional graphs (g-
ure 2.8, gure 2.9 and gure 2.10) display the wavelet coe¢ cients of
the gross displacements and of the phason activity along the sections
which present the most important results: horizontal sections at the
top of the plate and a vertical section in the middle of the plate.
Displacements and phason activity of the nodes placed along these
sections have been analyzed by wavelet transform.
For this application, we used biorthogonal wavelets family since
it produces small wavelet coe¢ cients in regular domains; this means
that if displacement eld (for example) is quite uniform, wavelet coef-
cients will be all small; on the contrary the presence of a singularity
on the displacement eld will produce biggest wavelet coe¢ cients in
correspondence of the singularity. This feature makes biothogonal
wavelets well suitable for singularity detection.
Wavelet analyses on the horizontal section at the top of the plate
(gure 2.8) reveal di¤erences between standard displacement (a))
and phason activity (b)). Standard displacements present perturba-
tions in correspondence of the applied loads and also in the central
section where the crack is located; on the contrary, phason activity
have singularities only where the loads are applied, no inuence of
the crack is present. Therefore, it seems to be di¤erent the way in
which the crack inuences standard displacements and phason activ-
ity; this becomes even more evident by considering a vertical section
on the middle of the plate. For this analysis Haar wavelet has also
been used; Haar wavelet is usually applied in order to detect the
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FIGURE 2.8. Wavelet coe¢ cients along an horizontal section at the top of
the plate. a) Standard displacements. b) Phason activity.
FIGURE 2.9. Wavelet coe¢ cients of standard displacements along a verti-
cal section at the middle of the specimen. a) biorthogonal wavelet captures
crack tip; b) Haar wavelet captures all the span of the crack.
FIGURE 2.10. Wavelet coe¢ cients of atomic activity along a vertical
section at the middle of the specimen. a) biorthogonal wavelet; b) Haar
wavelet. In both cases only the crack tip is identied.
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spanning of a perturbation, while other wavelets (as the biorthogo-
nal one) capture more exactly the beginning of it.
Figure 2.9 shows the analysis on standard displacements: biorthog-
onal wavelet captures exactly crack tip, Haar one all the span of the
ssure. By performing the same analysis on phason activity instead
(gure 2.10), one may note that both biorthogonal and Haar wavelet
present not null coe¢ cients only at the tip; since Haar wavelet coef-
cients too are almost null except on correspondence of the tip, this
analysis allows to state that phason activity is perturbed only by
the tip and not by all the following edges of the crack as in standard
displacements.
Let us now consider a dynamic case in which an impulsive load of
duration timp = 0:125 10 3s is applied. The 3-dimensional graphs
below display the evolution in time of the wavelet coe¢ cients associ-
ated to the dynamic setting. In this case the same analyses as before
have been performed for each instant of the simulation and reported
in an unique plot that collects all time instants.
The analysis of the standard displacement (gure 2.11 a)) reveals
that the perturbations induced by the presence of the loads and of
the crack (the perturbations described before in gure 2.8 a)), do
not remain localized and their e¤ects tend to disappear in time. In
fact the few big spikes initially present become several smaller spikes
distributed along the section. On the contrary, in the phason activity,
the e¤ects of load application (shown before in gure 2.8 b)) do not
propagate in time (gure 2.11 a)); they decrease in time but being
always well localized.
The vertical section presents the same feature as regard as the
standard displacement (gure 2.12 a)), while for the phason activity
in this case the perturbation of the crack tip increases in time (gure
2.12 b)).
The analyses presented show that an application of wavelets al-
lows to identify singularities in signals not evident at a rst glance;
crack inuence, crack span, load application have been determined
in standard displacement. In addition by means of wavelets, it has
been possible to study also a behavior that is not possible to detect
at a rst glance i.e. the phason activity and in particular as cracks
and loads inuence it. This is important since as explained, phason
activity interacts with gross deformations and inuences them; in
order to study the application of quasicrystals on engineering struc-
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FIGURE 2.11. Time-histories of wavelet coe¢ cients of standard displace-
ments (a)) and atomic activity (b)) of the horizontal section at the top of
the plate.
FIGURE 2.12. Time-histories of wavelet coe¢ cients of standard displace-
ments (a)) and atomic activity (b)) of the vertical section at the middle of
the plate.
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tures is therefore necessary to characterize substructural changes and
wavelet application can result an useful tool.
2.5 Detection of isolated events in thermoelastic
simple bodies: illustration of a methodology
Previous section presented a particular application of wavelet trans-
form to detect singularities in space; singularities that inuence the
structural behavior (as crack or load application). However wavelets,
as seen, can be expressed also in time variable and thus applied
also for a temporal identication of singularities. In what follows a
wavelet-based methodology for detecting critical events in displace-
ment and temperature histories, obtained by monitoring in-situ ther-
moelastic structures, is proposed [8]. It is based on the wavelet analy-
sis of thermoelastic potentials furnishing the possibility to detect
cases in which sudden jumps occur in the displacement time-history.
This application results useful in particular in-situ measurements;
in fact, in a static monitoring system in thermoelastic environment,
measures of temperature variations and displacements are commonly
acquired by sensors variously placed around the structure (ther-
mometers) and on the structure itself (displacement trasducers often
referred as deformometers), in particular along cracks if they ex-
ist and are so large to be monitored. Previously the use of wavelet
analysis to detect isolated events directly from displacement time-
histories has been introduced. In case of high level of noise, direct
identication can not be possible, even with wavelet analysis. Sev-
eral studies have already been done on this eld (see for example
[3], [16]), but encountering always di¢ culties that do not allow to
obtain good results. A deeper investigation that accounts on some
mechanical parameters playing an important role in thermoelastic
phenomena is necessary.
The attention has been focused on the internal energy and on the
enthalpy (and, if possible, on other thermoelastic potentials) because
they account for the cumulative e¤ects of strain and temperature
variations simultaneously, at least on the part of the structure under
monitoring. In fact the coupling between temperature variations and
deformations can play an important role in the structural response.
The direct analysis of internal energy, enthalpy and even of other
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thermoelastic potentials, may allow to account for the thermoelastic
coupling.
In the sequel, analyses are developed in the framework of inni-
tesimal deformation setting in order to underline only the essential
aspects of the proposed procedure.
Before presenting the methodology, a brief introduction on ther-
moelastic potentials is here reported.
2.5.1 Thermoelastic potentials in small deformation setting: a
brief review
Basic equations (congruence relations, balance equations, constitu-
tive relations and heat conduction equation) for a linear elastic heat
conductor are deeply explained in [12] (see also [10], [46]).
Once the expression of thermoelastic potentials is known, by ex-
ploiting Clausius-Duhem inequality, constitutive restrictions on the
stress and entropy follow as usual.
If strain and temperature histories are available at a point x,
namely maps
t 7! "ij(t; x); t 7! T (t; x); (2.14)
consequent histories of thermoelastic potentials follow and one ob-
tains (at each x) maps
t 7! e("ij(t; x); T (t; x)); t 7! h("ij(t; x); T (t; x)); (2.15)
with e the internal energy and h the enthalpy. They are related by
h("ij ; T ) = e("ij ; T )  ij"ij ; (2.16)
where ij is Cauchy stress tensor.
For example, for an isotropic thermoelastic body, the explicit ex-
pression of e is given by
e("ij ; T ) =
1
2
T "
2
kk + "ij"ij + kT0T0"kk +
c0V
2T0
(T 2   T 20 ); (2.17)
where T and  are the isothermal Lamé elastic constants, kT =
3T + 2 is the isothermal bulk modulus, 0, and c0V the coe¢ cient
of volumetric thermal expansion and the specic heat at constant
strain, respectively. T0 is the temperature of the reference state.
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Cauchy stress ij follows, namely
ij =

@e
@"ij

T
: (2.18)
In this way, one gets
h("ij ; T ) =  

1
2
T "
2
kk + "ij"ij

+ kT0T"kk +
c0V
2T0
(T 2   T 20 ):
(2.19)
The expressions of e and h above are now used to show explicitly
how the methodology proposed here can be applied to real prob-
lems. It is assumed that only data about displacements and temper-
ature variations from the in-situ sensors are available. If the reference
value s0 of the entropy is known for some reason, one can make use
also of other thermoelastic potentials. For example, for an isotropic
material, Helmholtz free energy and Gibbs potential are given re-
spectively by
f("ij ; T ) =
1
2
T "
2
kk + "ij"ij   kT0(T   T0)"kk +
  c
0
V
2T0
(T   T0)2   s0(T   T0) + s0T; (2.20)
and
g("ij ; T ) =  

1
2
T "
2 + "ij"ij

  c
0
V
2T0
(T   T0)2   s0T: (2.21)
Expressions of these potentials in terms of stress and entropy are
also available [32].
Data are often obtained by disposing sensors along lines so that
only one-dimensional displacement and/or temperature histories are
recorded. Such a situation occurs for example in civil engineering
structures in the case in which macroscopic cracks cut a wall (even
partially). Sensors are placed along the width of the wall by cross-
ing the lateral margins of the cracks themselves so that one has at
disposal only data along one-dimensional sections.
In this case, the problem can be simplied: the internal energy and
the enthalpy become respectively
e("; T ) =
1
2
(T + 2) "
2 + kT0T0"+
c0V
2T0
(T 2   T 20 ); (2.22)
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FIGURE 2.13. Displacement u versus time t:
h("; T ) =  1
2
(T + 2) "
2 + kT0T"+
c0V
2T0
(T 2   T 20 ); (2.23)
where the strain " is now
" = u0; (2.24)
i.e. the derivative of deformometer measure with respect to the spa-
tial variable along the axis where sensors are placed. Along the same
axis, it is also assumed to be able to detect variations of tempera-
ture. Let T be the thermometer measure at a given time t, T0 the
reference temperature and let also the material constant T ; ; 0;
c0V be assumed time-invariant (this last assumption implies that the
variations of the temperature are not very large).
In this case a typical picture of data of displacement and temper-
ature histories is collected in gure 2.13 and gure 2.14 respectively.
A time interval of six years is simulated and data are sampled one
time a day.
These data reproduce typical real data observed in thermoelastic
structures but are not referred to a special case. They are similar to
those obtained by monitoring on one-dimensional section cracks in
historical buildings. They are a numerical simulation that accounts
for features of temperature variations and temperature-induced dis-
placements. Temperature signal is obtained as a superimposition of
two sinusoids (with annual and daily periodicity respectively) to a
linear trend that simulates the slow increment of temperature in
time over years. Displacement signal is proportional to the temper-
ature history and accounts also of a delay due to thermal inertia of
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FIGURE 2.14. Temperature T versus time t:
masonry. In both temperature and displacement signals a Gaussian
noise is also introduced in order to simulate instrumental noise.
2.5.2 Detection of singularities
Let us consider the case in which an isolated jump (a spike) occurs
in the signal of displacement u versus time t (gure 2.15), a spike
due to an unknown reason that could represent a dangerous event
for the whole structure.
The monitoring system is not able to check data. A visual inspec-
tion of each of them is not possible, and even if it could be possible,
it is necessary to be able to detect also anomalous data covered by
the noise of the signal and therefore not remarkable by a visual in-
spection. In the gure 2.15 the spike is quite evident but often the
presence of noise can cover spikes of various nature, not allowing a
direct identication of them. It would be desirable to detect in real-
time these spikes, even if a direct observation of the signal is not
meaningful per se.
The wavelet analysis can be performed directly on the displace-
ment signal. Here the wavelet function of 10-th order Daubechies is
used due to its satisfactory resolution in both time and frequency.
Take note that in the analysis proposed below, reference is always
made to detail coe¢ cients at high levels of frequency, in particular
to coe¢ cients: D1 that cover the frequency range [0:25   0:5] of
day, D2 the frequency range [0:125   0:25] and D3 the frequency
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FIGURE 2.15. Displacement u with a spike (indicated by an arrow) versus
time t.
FIGURE 2.16. Zoom of Figure 2.15 around the spike.
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FIGURE 2.17. Wavelet transform of a displacement history that presents
a spike the detection of which is covered by noise. Wavelet coe¢ cients D1,
D2 and D3 are not able to detect the singularity.
range [0:0625 0:125] (frequency acquisition is a datum of every day
activity of monitoring system). Since we are interested in sudden
changes of the signal (that inuence high frequencies, i.e. low levels
of wavelet coe¢ cients), lower levels of frequency (i.e. high levels of
wavelet coe¢ cients) are not able to identify these changes, resulting
for this reason not meaningful.
However, in presence of noise, the singularity is covered by the
noise itself and therefore the wavelet analysis is not useful. The typ-
ical situation is displayed in gure 2.17.
By evaluating thermoelastic potentials a more precise identica-
tion is possible. Notwithstanding the presence of noise, the histories
of the internal energy and enthalpy reveal clearly a peak value in
correspondence of the spike in the displacement, as shown in gure
2.18 and gure 2.19.
The wavelet analysis of internal energy (gure 2.20) and enthalpy
histories (gure 2.21) emphasizes the singularity underlining its con-
tributions at various frequencies. By this kind of analysis, local max-
ima of the potentials are levelled while the singularity, already no-
ticeable in the plot of internal energy and enthalpy histories, appears
as a peak value in di¤erent wavelet levels, avoiding cases of false pos-
itive alarms.
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FIGURE 2.18. Internal energy e associated with the displacement of Figure
2.15.
FIGURE 2.19. Enthalpy h associated with the displacement of Figure 2.15.
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FIGURE 2.20. Wavelet transform of the internal energy e derived by sig-
nals of temperature and displacement with a spike covered by noise. An
isolates spike appears on correspondence to the singulariry present on the
displacement.
FIGURE 2.21. Wavelet transform of enthalpy h derived by signals of tem-
perature and displacement with a spike covered by noise. Also here the
singularity is detected by means of the wavelet analysis.
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Early-warning monitoring
In this chapter an early-warning monitoring procedure based on a
wavelet analysis of experimental data available on Brunelleschi dome
of Florence will be presented. However this procedure could be ap-
plied to any structure that undergoes a temperature dependent vari-
ation of crack opening, allowing a real-time detection of anomalous
deformations.
As a relevant example, we referred to Brunelleschi dome that is one
of the most famous monuments of Italian Renaissance. It is a symbol
for the city of Florence and it has also a relevant importance from
an engineering point of view for its peculiar and complex building
technique. Thus it can be argued that it has an intangible cultural,
historical and economical value.
This structure during its history has su¤ered from a damaging
process that has determined a complex crack pattern interesting the
main structure: some of these cracks cut completely the dome from
the intrados to the estrados. For this reason since 1988 a large mon-
itoring system has been placed on it in order to verify structural
safety and several studies have been done.
Analyses performed on the experimental data acquired by the sen-
sors have established a temperature dependent behavior of displace-
ment logged on the cracks. This behavior seems not to be dangerous
for the structure itself. In addition, also a tendency to crack opening
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increment is present; even if this process evolves quite slowly, it is
an irreversible process: than it is necessary to monitor it because
it could lead in the future to a sudden extreme deformation of the
structure it-self.
The aim of this work is to identify in real-time if some anomalous
structural deformation occurs, leading to an irreversible increment
of crack opening. The early-warning procedure presented herein is
based on a wavelet analysis of thermoelastic energy.
In most engineering applications in which temperature variations
are involved, the analysis is simplied by uncoupled procedures that
account for deformation and temperature histories separately. How-
ever, the coupling between temperature variations and deformations
can play an important role in the structural response: a sudden
change on the structural behavior is emphasized on the wavelet co-
e¢ cients of internal power.
With this methodology, spikes on the deformation signal are ana-
lyzed by checking if they can be due to a real structural problem or
to an anomalous acquisition of the monitoring system. Only the rst
case will produce the overcoming of a xed threshold and therefore
the warning signal.
Before to present the early-warning procedure a description of the
Brunelleschi dome structure, the crack pattern and the monitoring
system installed will be introduced.
3.1 Brunelleschi dome
3.1.1 The structure and the crack layout
S.Maria del Fiore cathedral construction took long time: it was started
in 1295 and completed only in the XIX century. Even after 70 years of
the beginning of the works the cathedral was almost completed, two
centuries later the dome was not yet built: the drum (the structural
element from which the dome starts) was too high to use sca¤olding
necessary for dome and nobody was able to build the dome with-
out sca¤olding. In 1407 Filippo Brunelleschi was not believed when
he stated that he could construct a dome without sca¤olding. He
was still not believed in 1418, but was nevertheless entrusted with
the work. Many books have been written about the technique used
by Brunelleschi in the construction; the fact is that he overcame all
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FIGURE 3.1. Static sketch of Brunelleschi dome.
the di¢ culties and in 1434 the dome was nished and in 1472 the
clerestory was set (gure 3.1).
The dome realized by Brunelleschi is octangular at every hori-
zontal section. It has, as San Pietro in Rome, two shells: the total
thickness of 4; 2 m is composed of an outer dome of thickness from
0; 7 to 0; 9 m, and an inner dome of 2; 0 to 2; 2 m: Stairs in the
void (of a meter to a meter and a half) give access to the clerestory.
Joining elements, two for each web, constructed by masonry walls,
link the two domes starting from the drum (see gure 3.1A)) and
continuing as far as the clerestory.
In 1639 Gherardo Silvani reported the rst historical informations
about structural damage: he told about small cracks were "the air
and the wind could pass through" [25]. In reality these cracks were
already present in previous periods, as reported in other documents
by Silvani himself and by Giovan Battista Nelli. A complete sur-
vey of the cracks was done later in 1757 by Leonardo Ximenes who
described 13 di¤erent crack sets [52].
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To present the crack pattern, the eight webs are numbered from
1 to 8, 1 being the web facing the nave and following the counter-
clockwise direction (see gure 3.1B) ). From an architectural point of
view, even webs are located over the pillars, uneven numbered webs
over the arches [3].
The two main cracks described by Ximenes were located in webs 4
and 6 (type A in gure 3.1). They start from the drum and continue
as far as the higher part of the dome, passing through both the
structural internal and external domes. Other small cracks near the
edges between the webs were described.
Nevertheless he did not report the other two main cracks which
are nowadays present in webs 2 and 8. These cracks are therefore
formed after 1757 and are of the same type of those in webs 4 and
6.
Three additional types of cracks complete now the actual crack
pattern; these include:
 several vertical cracks near the circular windows (called eyes),
just above the keystones of the arches, in the uneven webs (type
B);
 some minor vertical cracks, even if with less amplitude with
respect to type A, and not passing through the width of the
two domes, around the eight internal edges of the dome (type
C);
 four cracks in the upper internal part of uneven webs that do
not pass through the dome (type D).
The overall crack system is therefore quite symmetric about its
center.
Figure 3.1B) shows as the main dome is buttressed to the north,
south and east by dome apses, and on the west by the nave of the
cathedral; the crack pattern seems to indicate that the north but-
tressing system has moved to the north, the east to the east and
the south to the south, with perhaps the west side remaining rm.
Heyman states the hypothesis that the dome has cracked through
four of its shell (cracks type A) to accommodate these movements
[27].
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FIGURE 3.2. A crack of type A) and one of the displacement trasducers
that logs its movements.
The cracks have always been of concern, so several control devices
have been placed to measure their evolution. The largest one was
installed in 1987 and has been working since 1988.
3.1.2 The monitoring system
An essential help for the design of the modern monitoring system
placed on the dome were the studies and the experiences made by
the Director of the Osservatorio Ximeniano, Padre Alfani in 1934
who rst measured the breath of the dome. Thanks to these in-
formations it was decided to check in the same time variations of
cracks width as well as movements of the overall structure. Temper-
ature variations must also been provided since these were thought to
be the main cause of crack width variations; therefore both air and
masonry temperatures were logged.
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FIGURE 3.3. Position of instruments on web 4.
The monitoring system includes 166 instruments: displacement
trasducers, telecoordinometers, livellometers, thermometers and piezome-
ters:
 displacements trasducers have been placed mainly across full-
depth cracks (gure 3.2) and near the wedges of the dome
always in tangential direction; in order to evaluate possible
relative sinking between dome basement and superstructure,
other instruments have been positioned near the lower edge of
the circular openings (gure 3.3). They are marked DFn-mm
where n indicates the web andmm the position. Their precision
is of about 0:02 mm. Data are logged with respect to the
reference at the day in which the instruments were placed: thus,
only variations of crack width is given.
 In order to evaluate horizontal displacements telecoordinome-
ters have been placed near the wedge of the dome. Vertical
movements of the horizontal plane just below the edges of the
circular openings are measured by means of livellometers.
 Thermometers were installed in each web at the second cor-
ridor level in such a way so as to measure the internal dome
temperature in three di¤erent points and the external dome
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temperature in two points (gure 3.3). TM indicates the ther-
mometers on the masonry, TA the ones on the air.
 Piezometers placed externally of the dome, close to web 4 eval-
uate variation in the level of underground water.
The system was programmed to automatically log data every 6
hours for all instruments, starting at 6:0 a.m.
3.1.3 Analysis of experimental data
The logged data have been analyzed [3], [16] in order to investigate
the structural behavior of the monument.
First it was noticed that in reason of this complex crack pattern,
the dome does not behave as a circular shell, but like four drifting
half-arches, linked just below the upper clerestory, the backs of which
are constituted by pillars, the chapels and the nave of the church [16].
Chiarugi et al. [16] showed that the main cause of cracking must be
looked for in the dome structure itself: its geometry, the combined ef-
fect of its self-weight and insu¢ cient resistance of the drum. Vertical
cracks are in fact already been observed in several historic masonry
domes: they are due to the tensile stress along the parallel direction;
this e¤ect is amplied in Brunelleschi dome by the "herringbone"
disposition of the bricks1 that reduces the tensile resistance along
the parallels.
Since the drum is supported by four pillars in correspondence of
the even webs and by four arches in the uneven ones, this di¤erence
in support has probably caused the di¤erences in cracking between
even and uneven webs. In fact the tensile stress along the parallels is
partially balanced in the uneven webs by compressive stress induced
by the presence of arches, limiting cracks amplitude. Arches them-
selves, at the same time, determine an increment of tensile stress
above the pillars, determining an increment in cracks amplitude in
the even webs.
A particular attention has then been paid to the correlation be-
tween environmental actions and structural response. The following
observations from experimental data have been done [3]:
1The "harringbone" disposition of the bricks was the technique used by Brunelleschi
in order to build up the structure without falsework. (For deeper informations see [5],
[27])
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FIGURE 3.4. The "harringbone" disposition of the bricks: vertical bricks
have been placed each 1:2 m:
 from a comparison between displacements and temperature
time-histories, in both the same periodic phenomena have been
observed: the rst and main one is a long-term variation repro-
ducing annual cycle; the second one is a daily variation (see
gure 3.5).
 As regard temperature distribution, analyses of cross-correlation
between data measured at the same level in di¤erent webs show
good agreement and similarly to data for instruments placed at
di¤erent levels in the same web and at the same distance from
the center of the dome. Thus no particular inuence has di¤er-
ent sun exposition of the webs. This consideration implies that
temperature distribution can be assumed constant along both
the meridians and the parallels. In the radial direction instead,
a gradient in temperature is present. This is a consequence of
thermal di¤usion between di¤erent layers of the dome and of
the thermal inertia of the masonry itself.
 Along the main cracks (type A), a di¤erent behavior character-
izes lower and higher part of the crack: while the inferior part
is opening, the superior one is closing and vice versa. Where
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FIGURE 3.5. Annual (on the left) and daily (on the right) periodicity in
temperature (top) and deformation (bottom) signals. (Temperatures in C,
displacements in mm).
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the dome is more free to expand, an increase in temperature
determines a great opening of the cracks, while where e¤ec-
tive constrains are present (i.e. nave and chapels), the thermal
dilatation causes crack closing. Crack behavior is therefore a
complex phenomenon related to the complexity of the whole
structure.
 In the radial direction too, opening and closing of the cracks
between internal and external part of the dome are out phase.
 As regard the relationship between temperature and crack vari-
ations, the analyses have conrmed the strong correlation pre-
viously supposed concerning with the seasonal behavior of the
structure. As mentioned before, temperature variations deter-
mine di¤erent crack movements depending on the site of the
crack itself.
 The fact that the nave acts as a restrain for the dome has
been conrmed by telecordinometers data that give informa-
tion about the displacements of the pillars. Analyses of leveling
instruments as well as of piezometers no additional informa-
tions have revealed.
The performed analyses on the recorded data show that both
yearly and daily variations in width of the cracks are mainly tem-
perature dependent. This one represents a reversible phenomenon.
However, by removing these two periodicity in the deformation sig-
nal, also a trend is present that depicts an irreversible degree of
cracking. Average annual increase of width cracks is about 0; 06 mm.
Even if this modest increase does not give rise to alert about an im-
mediate structural stability, the pattern and magnitude of the cracks
should be monitored and kept under control.
3.2 Early-warning procedure
In order to control in real-time structural behavior, a wavelet based
analysis of early-warning monitoring has been implemented in this
thesis. It is based on a general procedure for monitoring thermoelas-
tic systems previously presented in 2.5, a procedure based on a
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wavelet analysis of thermoelastic energy. In the procedure presented
below it has been used the wavelet transform of the thermoelastic
power and a wavelet analysis of the temperature history has also been
performed to distinguish a spike due to instrumental error from one
associated to a structural damage.
As discussed before, wavelet analysis is an e¢ cient tool for damage
detection, above all for its ability to examine data acting as a zoom
that starts from a gross view of the signal and moves to ner and
ner details of it, allowing an identication of local perturbations
even invisible to a direct observation of the signal itself. A sudden
variation of the original signal is therefore amplied in wavelet co-
e¢ cients. Wavelet analysis is here performed on the internal power
that accounts for the cumulative e¤ects of strain and temperature
variations simultaneously, at least on the part of the structure under
monitoring.
As we have seen in Brunelleschi dome, displacement amplitudes
as well as their time evolution are substantially regular, temperature
dependent and not dangerous for the structure in the sense that they
lie within a range that can be considered normal.
On the contrary, an irreversible degree of cracking would be rep-
resented by a sudden spike on the data displacement, followed by a
rigid translation of the signal itself, a translation that indicates the
beginning of a possible structural severe damage (see gure 3.6 A)).
This is the event that a threshold monitoring system has to reveal
in real-time. Take note that spikes on displacement values could also
be due to problems in the acquisition system as in the case of a light-
ning: in this case spikes will appear also on temperature data (gure
3.6 B)).
With this methodology, spikes on the deformation signal are ana-
lyzed by checking if they can be due to a real structural problem or to
an acquisition malfunction of the monitoring system. Only the rst
case will produce the overcoming of a xed threshold and therefore
the warning signal.
3.2.1 Wavelet application on displacement signal
Let us consider the case of the displacement signal recorded by de-
formometer DF-406 (as introduced before, the number 4 indicates
the web, 06 the position along the crack) placed on one of the main
cracks of the dome (gure 3.7). Time t is expressed in day units.
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FIGURE 3.6. A) Temperature and displacement signals associated to a
structural problem. (In displacement signal, original data are in dotted
line, data representing the structural problem are in continuous line). B)
Temperature and displacement signals in case of acquisition problems: an
irregular datum appears at the same time in temperature and diaplacement
signals.
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FIGURE 3.7. Displacement signal recorded by deformometer DF-406.
Since the aim of a threshold monitoring is to detect in real-time
discontinuity, the signal has been modied by introducing a singular-
ity represented by a spike on the last datum (Figure 3.8). (We have
chosen the last datum since we suppose to operate in real-time and
therefore irregular datum would be the last one logged by sensors).
This situation could happen at the beginning of a structural dam-
aging.
It is important to note that Fourier analysis of the displacement
signal (in gure 3.9) is not useful in this case, since it reveals only
the frequency contents of the signal, but not when each spectral
component appears in time. Moreover, it is also expected that Fourier
transform is not sensitive to a spike in the last datum. Even if there
is a di¤erence (gure 3.9) between the Fourier spectrum associated
with signal in gure 3.7 and the one associated with the signal in
gure 3.8, no information about the instant in which these di¤erences
appears is given. Moreover it is not possible to know if these changes
on the Fourier spectrum are associated with a real structural problem
or simply to a malfunction on the acquisition system.
A wavelet analysis would be more relevant for this aim. Unfortu-
nately, because of both the complexity of this signal and the noise
level, also a direct application of wavelet transform on displacement
of gure 3.8 is not able to identify clearly the singularity: only small
spikes appear on the last datum of some wavelet coe¢ cients (see
gure 3.10 and 3.11) resulting not useful for a clear identication.
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FIGURE 3.8. Displacement signal of the deformometer DF-406 modied
by introducing a singularity on the last datum logged.
Please note that, even if not evident at a rst glance, displacement
signals (in particular those logged by sensors placed on the external
dome) have a high level of noise, probably due to wind e¤ects, which
corrupt the original data.
Many types of mother wavelet can be dened; here the wavelet
function of 10-th order Daubechies is used due to its satisfactory
resolution in both time and frequency. Explicit form is not available
for Daubechies wavelets; values of the lters used for the decompo-
sition can be found in [10].
The represented wavelet coe¢ cients spread frequency range re-
spectively equal to: D1 frequency range [0; 5   1] day, D2 [1   2],
D3 [2   4], D4 [4   8], D5 [8   16], D6 [16   32]; D7 [32   64], D8
[64  128], D9 [128  256], D10 [256  512], D11 [512  1024]; D12
[1024  2048] days. It is important to note that coe¢ cient D10 cap-
tures exactly the annual periodicity that characterized the signal.
However the identication of the frequencies that characterize the
signal is not our aim, it is not useful for a real-time monitoring and
in any case could be done also by Fourier transform. In the identi-
cation of singularities instead the attention must be paid only on
the low coe¢ cients that represent the higher frequencies of the signal
where singularities are detected. Low frequency components do not
result useful and thus on the following they will be neglected.
Since in this case a simple application of wavelet analysis on the
displacement signal is not useful for the sake of a damage monitoring,
a more deep study on the mechanics of the structure is necessary.
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FIGURE 3.9. On the left the Fourier transform of displacement in gure
3.7 (blu line) and of displacement in gure 3.8 (black line). On the right
di¤erence between the two spectra. Note that here frequency equals to one
correspond to one year period
3.2.2 Thermoelastic analysis
In order to analyze the coupled thermoelastic behavior of the dome,
the evolution on time of the internal power associated with the crack
width and the temperature variation has been studied. First it has
been considered the case of a structural problem: temperature and
displacement signals are those plotted in gure 3.12 where the dis-
placement signal contains a spike while the temperature history does
not.
Data of displacement refer to deformometer DF-406 placed along
the crack on the intrados of the inner dome and data of the tem-
perature refer to the thermometer TM-401, placed on the masonry
close to the deformometer.
Note " the deformation associated with the displacement history u
of gure 3.12; the deformation history of a point x is given by a map
t 7! "(t; x), where " = u0 i.e. the derivative of trasducers measure
with respect to the spatial variable along the axis where sensors are
placed.
A map t 7! T (t; x) represents also the temperature history. If one
assumes that the material composing the dome can be considered
homogeneous and isotropic at a rst glance, the internal energy for
one dimensional analysis results (see, e.g., [12], [32], [46])
e("; T ) = (2+ ) "2   (2+ 3)0T"+ c
0
V
T0
(T 2   T 20 ): (3.1)
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FIGURE 3.10. Wavelet transform of diaplacement signal in gure 3.8. Small
spikes associated to the spike present on the displacement signal are reached
only by the higher frequency coe¢ cients. Coe¢ cients from D1 to D6 cor-
respond to a frequency range [0; 5  36] days.
FIGURE 3.11. Coe¢ cients fromD7 toD12 correspond to a frequency range
[64  2048] days. No spike are reached at the last datum. Let us note that
coe¢ cient D10 exactly captures the annual periodicity.
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FIGURE 3.12. Temperature signal recorded by thermometer TM-401 (on
the left) and relative displacement (DF-406 ) with a spike on the last datum
(on the right).
Values of  (isothermal Lamé elastic constant),  (shear modulus)
and 0 (coe¢ cient of volumetric thermal expansion) are derived by
the physical parameters obtained from experimental analyses [16]
and are
Lamé constant  = 0; 57 10 9N=mm2
shear modulus  = 2; 27 10 9N=mm2
coe¢ cient of thermal dilatation  = 0; 8 10 5 C:
Moreover, since the interest is focused on rapidchanges on the de-
formation, i.e. rapid change of the energy, the internal power p("; _"; T )
associated with the expression 3.1 has been considered,
p("; _"; T ) = (2+ ) "  _"  (2+ 3)0T  _"; (3.2)
where _" is the rate of deformation, calculated as nite di¤erence.
Particular attention has to be paid only on the coupling part of
the total mechanical power, indicated by p and given by
p("; _"; T ) =  (2+ 3)0T  _": (3.3)
Figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.15 represent respectively the internal energy
e, the power p and the thermoelastic power p associated with dis-
placement and temperature analyzed.
Despite of the presence of noise, a clear isolated peak value is
located in the thermoelastic power time-history as the displacement
spike occurs in the displacement time-history (gure 3.15).
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FIGURE 3.13. Internal energy associated with temperature and displace-
ments of gure 3.12.
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FIGURE 3.14. Total internal power associated with temparature and dis-
placements of gure 3.12.
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FIGURE 3.15. Thermoelastic power associated with temperature and dis-
placements of gure 3.12.
FIGURE 3.16. Wavelet analysis of thermoelastic power of Figure 3.15.
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FIGURE 3.17. Temperature and displacement signals associated to a mal-
fuction of acquisition system: a spike is present on the last datum of both
the time-histories.
Let us now perform the wavelet analysis on the thermoelastic
power (gure 3.16). While the simple analysis of displacement signal
produces small wavelet coe¢ cients corresponding to the singularity
introduced (gure 3.10), with the same analysis performed now on
the thermoelastic power, it is possible to emphasize the singularity
underlining its contributions at various frequencies (see gure 3.16).
Local maxima of the power are levelled while the singularity, al-
ready noticeable in the plot of power itself, appears as an isolated
peak value in di¤erent wavelet levels, avoiding cases of false positive
alarms.
Unfortunately this methodology is not able to distinguish this sit-
uation (that represents a possible dangerous event) from the case of
an instrumental error, for instance due to a transient malfunction on
the acquisition system.
Let us consider the case in which a spike is present also in the last
datum of temperature (gure 3.17): These spikes are those typically
caused by a transient problem on the acquisition system.
The associated internal energy (gure 3.18), total power (gure
3.19) and in particular thermoelastic power (gure 3.20) still presents
a peak value corresponding to temperature and displacement spikes.
Wavelet analysis of the thermoelastic power (gure 3.21) presents
isolated peak in correspondence with the spike as in the previous
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FIGURE 3.18. Internal energy associated with temperature and displace-
ment of gure 3.17.
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FIGURE 3.19. Total power associated with temperature and displacement
of gure 3.17.
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FIGURE 3.20. Thermoelastic power associated with temperature and dis-
placement of gure 3.17.
FIGURE 3.21. Wavelet analysis of thermoelastic power of gure 3.20.
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FIGURE 3.22. Wavelet analysis of temperature of gure 3.12.
case, not allowing a clear di¤erentiation of the two situations pro-
posed.
A way to separate these two situations can be obtained by consid-
ering also the wavelet analysis of the temperature.
Temperature signal presents a low level of noise (clearly wind can
not inuence on temperature registration and, due to thermal inertia
of masonry, temperature uctuations occur very slowly), therefore
wavelet analysis is able to detect the presence of the spikes when
there are some.
Figure 3.22 shows the wavelet analysis of the temperature signal
in gure 3.12. Take note that the small spike present in the higher
coe¢ cients (D1) is probably due to a real instrumental problem that
occurs on may 1990, while no spikes are present on the last datum.
FIGURE 3.23. Wavelet analysis of temperature of gure 3.17.
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FIGURE 3.24. Absolute value of the normalized coe¢ cients of gure 3.21.
Figure 3.23 instead shows the wavelet analysis of the temperature
signal in gure 3.17: peak values are reached at all wavelet levels in
correspondence with the last datum.
By combining the wavelet coe¢ cients of the thermoelastic power
with the coe¢ cients of the temperature, one may obtain a signal that
exceeds a xed threshold only in case of a real structural problem,
i.e. when the temperature signal does not present spikes.
Consider now that since temperature and displacement magnitude
are di¤erent, also wavelet coe¢ cients have di¤erent magnitude; in
addition the range of wavelet coe¢ cients could be di¤erent also at
each level. Thus in order to make possible to combine them, here it
is proposed rst to normalize all the coe¢ cients by dividing by their
maximum value, and then by considering their absolute value, i.e. to
take the quantity
Dj :=
jDj j
max jDj j :
The coe¢ cients Dj relative to the thermoelastic power of gure
3.15 (case of a real structural problem) are plotted in gure 3.24.
Our aim is to obtain from these normalized coe¢ cients, an unique
signal that accounts for all the features of the original signal (in
particular that preserves spikes), by reducing noise contribute.
Therefore these coe¢ cients have been combined in such a way to
increase the weight of the lower levels of frequency of the signal and
to reduce the contribution of the most noisy high coe¢ cients:
DD := c1D

1 + c2D

2 + c3 D

3 + c4 D

4 + c5 D

5 + c6 D

6; (3.4)
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where ci are weights to set up according to signal features. Here they
have been assumed
c1 = c2 = 1;
c3 = 3;
c4 = c5 = c6 = 2;
by reducing the contribution of the most noisy levels (D1 and D2
associated to higher frequencies) and amplifying the contribution
of the lower frequencies. It is important to remark that values of
coe¢ cients ci must be chosen in each case according to the features
of the signal under analysis (as for example the noise level).
The signal obtained is represented in gure 3.25: spikes that were
present on the di¤erent levels of wavelet coe¢ cients of gure 3.24 are
combined and thus the resulting signal presents an amplied isolated
peak in the last datum.
The same procedure is followed referring to the wavelet coe¢ cients
of temperature history in gure 3.12 (temperature without spikes
since in case of a structural problem). Normalized wavelet coe¢ cients
(plotted in gure 3.26) are combined in a unique indicator:
DT := D1 +D

2 +D

3 +D

4 +D

5 +D

6: (3.5)
This signal (in gure 3.27) has not isolated spikes as the temper-
ature time-history from which it derives.
Now we have at disposal the signal of gure 3.25 that accounts for
thermoelastic power and signal in gure 3.28 that accounts for tem-
perature. Since the contemporary presence of spikes in thermoelastic
power and in temperature is linked to an acquisition problem, case
in which no alarm must be given, spikes present on the same time
on the two signal before considered must be neglected. According
to this consideration, the E¤ective Alarm Signal is obtained as dif-
ference between the wavelet transforms of thermoelastic power and
temperature time-histories:
E:A:S: = DD  DT: (3.6)
This signal, represented in gure 3.28, exceeds the xed threshold
only in correspondence with the spike in the original displacement
signal, giving rise of a possible structural problem.
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FIGURE 3.25. Signal obtained by combining as in eq. 3.4 coe¤cients of
gure 3.24.
FIGURE 3.26. Absolute value of normalized coe¢ cients of Figure 3.22.
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FIGURE 3.27. Signal obtained by summing the coe¢ cients of temperature.
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FIGURE 3.28. E¤ective Alarm Signal. The threshold is exceeded only in
the case of structural problem.
In order to check if this procedure is able to distinguish between
cases of structural problems and cases of instrumental ones, the
same analysis has been performed once again by referring now on
the couple temperature-displacement of gure 3.17 in which spikes
are present in both signals.
The wavelet coe¢ cients of the relative thermoelastic power and
temperature have already been determined (see respectively gure
3.21 and gure 3.23). After the normalization, they are combined
always according to equation 3.4 and equation 3.5 respectively.
Now the contemporary presence of a spike on the last datum in
both the derived signals (gure 3.31 and gure 3.32) determines an
E¤ective Alarm Signal that does not exceed the xed threshold as
shown in gure 3.33: so the E¤ective Alarm Signal is not sensitive
to transient problems in the acquisition system.
First remark that can be done is the necessity to pass through
the thermoelastic analysis i.e. is it possible to obtain an alarm sig-
nal by considering directly wavelet transform of displacement and of
temperature, or is it really necessary to take into account of ther-
moelastic analysis? Why it is necessary to calculate the thermoelastic
power?
One may think to consider displacement and temperature time-
histories, to evaluate their wavelet transform, to combine the coe¢ -
cients (for example always in such a way to reduce the contribution
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FIGURE 3.29. Absolute value of normalized coe¢ cients of gure 3.21.
FIGURE 3.30. Absolute value of normalized coe¢ cients of gure 3.23.
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FIGURE 3.31. Signal obtained by combining the coe¢ cients of gure 3.29.
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FIGURE 3.32. Signal obtained by summing the coe¢ cients of gure 3.30.
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FIGURE 3.33. E¤ective Alarm Signal. The threshold is not exceeded in
the case of an acquisition problem.
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of the most noisy levels) and nally to obtain an alarm signal, still
able to distinguish between instrumental and structural problems.
In reality, analyses performed in this way (by considering dis-
placement and temperature signals) are not able to give an E¤ective
Alarm Signal. Figure 3.34 and gure 3.35 show the results obtained
by following this procedure in case of structural problem and instru-
mental problem respectively.
The obtained signals in both cases give not an e¤ective alarm;
in fact several times the threshold is exceeded, but not when nec-
essary i.e. at the beginning of a structural problem. This is due to
the fact that all local maxima of displacement time-history are here
considered, not allowing to give prominence to the only one to which
is associated biggest thermoelastic power which corresponds to the
case of a structural problem.
Therefore the methodology proposed before, by accounting at the
same time of thermoelastic analysis and of wavelet capabilities, gives
a reliable tool to perform in real-time a selection between real struc-
tural problems and instrumental one when they occur. Thermoelas-
tic analysis is of fundamental importance since structural problems
produces biggest isolated singularity on thermoelastic power while
all the small singularities that could be present on displacement sig-
nal but not representative of structural problems do not produce
high values of thermoelastic power and thus are neglected.
3.2.3 Additional remarks
The study presented here is an application, on real experimental
data, of a general procedure for a real-time monitoring. The aim
of this work is in fact to detect singularities presented in the last
datum of the displacement signal associated with possible structural
problems.
However this methodology can be applied also in case in which
spikes are on central data of the time-histories, allowing to a distinc-
tion between cases of instrumental errors and cases of possible struc-
tural problems. This study could be useful for a posteriori analysis
of data logged by instruments or also when frequency acquisition is
high that past data refer to an instant just passed (therefore the
analysis is close to be in real-time).
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FIGURE 3.34. Signal obtained by wavelet coe¢ cients of displacement and
temperature (case of a structural problem). The threshold is overcame sev-
eral times but not on the last datum where displacement signal originally
presented an anomalous value.
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FIGURE 3.35. Signal obtained by wavelet coe¢ cients of displacement and
temperature in case of a problem on the acquisition system. The threshold
is overcame several time while any structural problem has occurred.
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In this case only a wavelet analysis of the thermoelastic potentials
is here necessary.
In order to illustrate briey also these situations, consider displace-
ment and temperature signals presented in gure 3.36. The rst two
graphics refer to a real structural problem: in the displacement sig-
nal a spike occurs around time t = 1550 and it is followed by a rigid
translation of the whole signal (original signal is in dotted line),
while in the temperature signal no spike is present. In the second
case instead an isolated spike is present at the same time in both
displacement and temperature histories (gure 3.36 B)) indicating a
malfunction of acquisition system.
By performing the wavelet analysis on the thermoelastic power as-
sociated, and again by combining the normalized coe¢ cients in such
a way to amplify the contribute of lower frequencies, the signal ob-
tained directly by thermoelastic power is already an E¤ective Alarm
Signal (gure 3.37): it overcomes the threshold in correspondence of
the jump in the displacement signal.
The same analysis performed in case of instrumental error gives
a signal that does not exceed the threshold (gures 3.38). Even if
the momentary malfunction is only of a deformometer or only of a
thermometer (spike only in a signal) no overcome of the threshold is
produced (gure 3.39 and gure 3.40).
The analysis of singularities present in central data results there-
fore easier since it is directly perform on thermoelastic power, with-
out requiring the wavelet analysis of temperature. This is due to the
fact that, by knowing data that follow the initial spike present on the
displacement, one have a disposal also informations about the low
frequency components of the signal. By comparing in fact displace-
ment signal of gure 3.36, one can argue that the jump that follows
the spike in case on a structural problem determines a change on
low frequencies and therefore on wavelet coe¢ cients associated to
them. The isolated spike of an instrumental error determines instead
changes only on the high frequency components. The combination of
wavelet coe¢ cients of thermoelastic power (that we remind was per-
formed by amplifying low frequencies) determines therefore di¤erent
signals in case of structural problems and instrumental ones.
When instead the analysis is performed in real-time, data that fol-
low the spike are unknown; low frequencies levels of wavelet analysis
can not give su¢ cient informations to distinguish between instru-
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FIGURE 3.36. A) Temperature and displacement signals associated to a
structural problem that occurs around time t = 1550: original displacement
signal in dotted line, displacement signal simulating the structural problem
in continuous line. B) Temperature and displacement signals associated to
an acquisition error occuring always at time t = 1550: a spike appears at
the same time in displacement and temperature time-histories.
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FIGURE 3.37. E¤ective Alarm signal. The threshold is exceeded just in
correspondence with the possible structural problem.
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FIGURE 3.38. E¤ective Alarm Signal when displacement and temperature
signals have a spike. The threshold is not exceeded.
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FIGURE 3.39. E¤ective Alarm Signal associated with the case of a momen-
tary malfunction only of the deformometer. The threshold is not exceeded.
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FIGURE 3.40. E¤ective Alarm Signal associated with the case of a momen-
tary malfunction only of the thermometer. The threshold is not exceeded.
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mental or possible structural problems and therefore also tempera-
ture must be considered.
3.2.4 The procedure in brief
The methodology presented for an early warning monitoring system
can be summarized in the following steps:
 Evaluate the thermoelastic power associated with deformation
and temperature signals logged by sensors.
 Choose an appropriate wavelet lter (in this step it is impor-
tant to remember that wavelet coe¢ cients give the degree of
resemblance of the signal to the wavelet selected: more sig-
nicant results can be obtained by choosing a wavelet similar
to the discontinuity that one wants to detect). The shapes of
discontinuities that can be identied by the shorter wavelets
are simpler than those that can be identied by the longest
wavelets. Let us remind also that in wavelet analysis what
it is gained in frequency resolution is lost in time resolution
i.e. by referring to Heisenberg box presented previously, if one
chooses a lter too short (that therefore gives an extreme pre-
cise frequency resolution), one will loose information on time
and real-time identication of singularity could result di¢ cult;
on the other hand the use of long lters could not lead to an
identication of some singularities. Tentative must be done in
order to determine the most appropriate lter referring to the
signal under analysis.
 Perform wavelet analysis on both the signals (thermoelastic
power and temperature).
 Normalize the wavelet coe¢ cients and take their absolute value
Dj .
 Combine the wavelet coe¢ cients derived from the thermoelas-
tic power history according to the equation
DD := c1D

1 + c2D

2 + c3 D

3 + c4 D

4 + c5 D

5 + c6 D

6;
the choice of the weight coe¢ cients ci has to be done with
respect to the noise level of the signal.
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 Combine the wavelet coe¢ cients derived by the temperature
history
DT = D1 +D

2 +D

3 +D

4 +D

5 +D

6:
 Evaluate the E¤ective Alarm Signal and compare with a thresh-
old xed at 1
E:A:S: = DD  DT:
The study presented here is a special application on experimental
data coming from the monitoring system installed on the Brunelleschi
dome. The methodology could however be applied also to other struc-
tures under thermoelastic regime, by setting up appropriately the
parameters involved (the weight ci, for example).
The procedure is proven relevant with respective to several moni-
toring conditions.
Since the numerical e¤ort required is very small and the calcula-
tion is very fast (some seconds in a standard laptop computer), an
application for a warning monitoring of a real structure is therefore
possible.
A simplied methodology for detecting anomalous events hap-
pened in the past of logged time-histories is also briey presented: the
analysis allows to control data already logged and to identify those
singular events not always clearly evident only by a visual inspection
of time-histories.
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Study of crack stability
The early-warning methodology previously presented is a useful tool
to detect in real-time anomalous events that could occur on the
structures. As discussed, these events can represent a sudden and
dangerous increase of structural damage.
Unfortunately, the proposed methodology could not give any in-
formation on the causes and, above all, on the consequences of these
events. In order to have a complete knowledge of structural behav-
ior and in particular of structural safety, a mechanical study of the
structure is necessary.
With this aim, it would be interesting to reproduce, even with a
basic numerical nite element model (f.e.m.), the main features of the
structure. Once the model exists, it is then possible to investigate if
loads that the structure undergone, could lead to an instable growing
of the main cracks by determining an irreversible damaging process.
This procedure has been followed in order to complete the analysis
on Brunelleschi dome: the structure has been reproduced by means
of a nite element model; this model has been loaded with the sta-
tic loads of the structure itself and the real temperature variations
logged by sensors.
Actually, only temperature on the exterior layers of the dome are
available; thus, rst, it has been necessary to determine temperature
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distribution inside the masonry by integration of Fouriers law, and
then the determined distribution has been applied on the structure.
The structural response obtained by the nite element simulation
has been compared with the real data of displacements; the achieved
agreement between data allows to use the nite element model for a
study of the stability of the fracture. Using fracture mechanics the-
ory, in fact, by knowing displacement eld and stress distribution
induced by external loads on the proximity of crack tip, it is possible
to evaluate crack stability i.e. if the material is still able to undergo
external loads without increasing, in an irreversible way, crack open-
ing or if at the contrary, limit values of displacements (or stress) have
already been overcame and the fracture could now growth without
meeting any material resistance.
It is important to remark that the values of displacement measured
on the dome are available only punctually where sensors (in this case
one sensor) are placed (and not always they are very close to crack
tip). Instead, in order to correctly estimate fracture stability, it is
necessary to know all the displacement (or stress) distribution on the
proximity of crack tip: a basic f.e.m., able to reproduce structural
behavior in this zone and that can give all the distribution of stresses
around the tip is thus necessary.
In what follows attention is rst focused on the set up of the nite
element model, on the evaluation of temperature distribution inside
the masonry and on the numerical results obtained (also compared
with logged data).
After a short introduction on fracture mechanics, the analysis of
fracture stability on Brunelleschi dome and the obtained results are
nally given.
4.1 The numerical analysis
4.1.1 The numerical model
S.Maria del Fiore cathedral is a complex structure and a complete
model that considers all the structural elements is di¢ cult to set up
for the uncertainties on the material, on the real constrains, on the
links between the structural elements, etc. However, a basic model
able to reproduce the main features of the structure is possible. In
fact, in order to study the behavior of the dome and in particular
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FIGURE 4.1. Sketch of S.Maria del Fiore cathedral: in red the main frac-
tures; the shadowed area is the one modeled in the numerical simulation.
the tendency of the cracks to grow, it is not necessary to consider
the overall structure: a basic model, able to reproduce local features
of the structure on the crack zone is useful as well.
Here only the dome and in particular the internal shell has been
considered. In addition, due to the symmetric disposition of the
cracks it was possible to model only a part of the dome it-self, as
shown in gure 4.1 and gure 4.2. We know in fact that, after the
opening of the main cracks, the structure now behaves like four drift-
ing half-arches, linked just below the upper clerestory (see section
3.1.3). Thus, only an eighth of the structure has been reproduced: a
half of web 3 and a half of web 4 (just till the crack), allowing only
deformations consistent with the symmetry of the problem. At the
base, restraints have been placed to account for pillars elasticity and
allowing small deformations.
Concerning with the material characterization, elastic homoge-
neous isotropic behavior has been assumed: mechanical and thermal
parameters are those determined by the experimental tests made
when the monitoring system has been installed [16] i.e.
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FIGURE 4.2. Model of a 1/8 of the dome. Brunelleschi dome is constituted
by two shells linked by joining elements (see gure 3.1 and gure 3.3). The
here proposed model reproduces only the inner dome.
Young modulus E = 500000N=cm2
Poissons ratio  = 0; 1
coe¢ cient of thermal dilatation  = 0; 8 10 5 C
thermal conductivity K = 0; 5 W=m C:
Thermal conductivity indicated in literature [47] has been consid-
ered since any value has been reported from in-situ tests.
Solver CASTEM 2006 [13]; in the mesh cubic nite elements have
been used, in particular hexahedral elements at 8 nodes, each of
which with a degree of freedom, with linear base functions.
4.1.2 Loading conditions
The structure is loaded only by its own weight and by temperature
variations. As a preliminary analysis we have neglected the tempera-
ture and evaluated the crack opening determined by the own weight.
Afterwards time-histories of temperature variations of a four years
period, combined with own weight load have been applied.
On the temperature distribution, analyses of logged data (see sec-
tion 3.1.3) gave that it can be considered uniform along the parallels
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and the meridians of the dome; a gradient is instead present in the
radial direction. Variations of the temperature inside the masonry
are available only in the half of the thickness of the dome due to the
presence of a thermometer place there. No information about all the
distribution of the temperature inside the thickness of the dome are
however given.
Thus to evaluate the e¤ects that temperature variations induce
on the structure, rst temperature gradient inside the masonry has
been determined.
Since the thermal variations occur very slowly, it was possible to
solve preliminarily the thermic problem and then to use the obtained
temperature distribution, in order to evaluate the e¤ects combined
with the ones induced by the own weight.
According to heat conduction law, also know as Fouriers law,
when temperature time-histories are known at the boundaries, the
temperature distribution in space is given by
@2T
@x2
=
1
C
@T
@t
; (4.1)
where C = Kc = 3; 7e
 7m2=s is the thermal di¤usibility, where K =
0; 5 W=m C, thermal conductivity, c = 800 J=kg=C specic heat,
 = 1700 kg=m3 the density of the material. Specic heat too is the
one indicated in literature, while material density is the experimental
value obtained in-situ.
Boundary conditions of temperatures in this case are the values
logged by the sensors on the external and on the internal layer of the
dome.
Equation 4.1 has been integrated by means of a numerical method:
the convergence and the stability of the calculation have been achieved
by using implicit method that does not require excessive time and
space steps reduction.
Data of the sensor placed in the thickness of the dome has instead
been used for correlation: comparing the calculated temperature with
the logged one (see gure 4.3), numerical integration is shown able
to reproduce the real thermal distribution.
Since the calculated time-history in this point reproduces quite ex-
actly the real one logged, all the temperature distribution calculated
on the thickness is supposed to be close to the real one.
Looking now at the temperature distribution inside the masonry
(gure 4.4), one can remark that even if the tendency is to a linear
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FIGURE 4.3. Temperature time-history in the semi-thickness of the dome:
logged values (in blue), calculated (in green) ones.
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FIGURE 4.4. Temperature distribution in the dome.
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FIGURE 4.5. Temperature distribution on the modeled dome at a time t
of the calculation: the distribution of the temperature in uniform along the
meridians and the parallels while the gradient obtained by solving Fouriers
law is applied on the thickness.
gradient, due to thermal inertia, not always the internal layers follow
exactly the temperature variations induced by the atmospheric ele-
ments on the external part of the dome, determining a distribution
di¤erent from the linear.
By knowing the temperature distribution inside the masonry, the
thermo-mechanic calculation has been performed by evaluating the
e¤ects of temperature and own weight on the structure. Therefore:
 temperature logged by estrados sensors is applied to all the
external nodes of the f.e.m of the structure;
 temperature logged by intrados sensors is applied to all the
internal nodes of the f.e.m of the structure;
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 temperature distribution as previously determined by Fouriers
law has been applied along the thickness of the structure.
A picture of temperature distribution on the structure is shown in
gure 4.5.
4.1.3 Results of the numerical calculation
In order to compare computed and measured data, the exact posi-
tions of the deformometers on the structure is considered: this leads
to properly associate local displacements.
Several observations follow:
 rst, the maximum crack opening induced by the combined ef-
fect of temperature and own weight is around 1 mm while the
corresponding value obtained without thermal e¤ects is less
than 0; 4 mm. Therefore we can say that, without temperature
e¤ects once the fracture has formed, a displacement on the tan-
gential direction of less than an half of millimeter would be in
any case present due to the weight of the structure. This defor-
mation is increased or decreased depending on the temperature
action that determines more than the 60% of the overall value.
 Figure 4.6 and 4.7 present a comparison between logged dis-
placements and numerical ones: even if the calculated displace-
ments are similar to the real ones, they are not able to re-
produce them exactly. In particular here we refer to the rst
corridor level and we compare measured and computed values
of displacements at the intrados and the estrados respectively.
Analogous results (see gure 4.8 and gure 4.9) are obtained
for the second corridor level1.
 A relative displacement between the internal and the external
layer of the dome, i.e. the rotation of the edge of the fracture,
can better reproduce local features since it is more indepen-
dent on the deformations and on the global inuence of the
whole structure. Absolute displacements, on the contrary, are
inuenced above all by pillar deformations and tambour real
connection.
1For the location of the rst corridor and second corridor refer to gure 3.1.
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FIGURE 4.6. Comparison between the numerical and the measured dis-
placements on the intrados of the dome at the rst corridor level.
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FIGURE 4.7. Comparison between the numerical and the measured dis-
placements on the extrados of the dome at the rst corridor level.
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FIGURE 4.8. Comparison between the numerical and the measured dis-
placements on the intrados of the dome at the second corridor level.
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FIGURE 4.9. Comparison between the numerical and the measured dis-
placements on the extrados of the dome at the second corridor level.
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In this comparison between real and simulated rotations a quite
perfect agreement is reached at the rst corridor level (gure
4.10) as at the second corridor level (gure 4.11).
A perfect reproduction of real data by the numerical simulation
was not possible due the simplicity of the assumed model compared
to the complexity of the real structure and also in reason of all the
uncertainties that arise when dealing with historical structures made
by masonry2. In any case, even with these uncertainties, the basic
model used here is able to reproduce some of the main local features
of the structural behavior, in particular those close to the crack.
Rotations are reproduced with a good approximation; for the dis-
placements, the model is not able to follow exactly the real data; it
is however possible to observe that the range of the values reached
by both numerical and logged data is quite the same.
A better agreement could be achieved by a more complex model
that, on the other hand, would require a higher number of assump-
tions (on structural connections and interactions for example), by
increasing in this way the level of uncertainties; obtained results
could however not be able to reproduce better (than the one here
reported) real displacements.
Therefore, since the nal aim in modelling the dome is not only
to determine temperature distribution inside the masonry and try to
reproduce exactly structural behavior via a basic scheme, but above
all to understand crack behavior, in reason of all the uncertainties of
the problems, the level of approximation achieved by means of this
basic structural model has been accepted. The model itself has thus
used to study the fracture stability.
The stability of cracks is evaluated by standard Fracture Mechan-
ics: displacement eld (or stress eld) induced by the external loads
can be compared with the maximum one that the material (in func-
tion of its own properties) can undergone still giving a resistance
against a crack instable growth.
In order to evaluate the safety of the structure, here it has been
chosen a basic approach.
2Even if experimental tests have been performed in the past, one can not state for
sure the uniformity of materials on all the dome or know the real interaction between
di¤erent structural elements (just to make examples).
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FIGURE 4.10. Comparison between rotaton on the real structure and the
one obtained by the numerical simulation at the rst corridor level.
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FIGURE 4.11. Comparison between rotaton on the real structure and the
one obtained by the numerical simulation at the second corridor level.
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Before to present the application on the dome, a brief introduction
of fracture mechanics and on the theory that allows to evaluate frac-
ture stability by knowing displacement or stress distributions around
the crack tip, is given in the following.
4.2 Analysis of crack stability
The study of the fracture mechanics was started by an aeronautical
engineer A.A. Gri¢ th to explain the failure of brittle materials. He
was faced with the problem that theoretical calculations showed that
the stress at the tip of a sharp crack approaches innity. Accordingly,
any cracked structure should fail, independently to the size of the
crack and the load applied. To solve this dilemma he approached the
problem by an energetic viewpoint by computing the energy required
to open a crack and see when this process becomes favorable.
Gri¢ ths work was ignored for over twenty years until a group
leaded by G.R. Irwin used it to developed a modied form of Grif-
ths approach, by reformulating it in terms of stress rather than
energy. Their work leads to a denition of a new materials prop-
erty, the toughness Kc, now universally used to dene properties of
materials as regard as fracture mechanics.
In the following, after a small introduction on fracture vocabulary,
the formulation in terms of stress will be presented in linear elastic
setting (for a complete review on fracture mechanics, see [24], [29],
[11]). This formulation is the one used in our application referring to
Brunelleschi dome.
4.2.1 Basis of fracture mechanics
Fracture represents an irreversible process characterized by the sep-
aration in two parts with respect of a geometric surface S of a con-
tinuous body. This separation determines a discontinuity for the dis-
placement eld
[ui] = u
+
i   u i
where u+i and u
 
i are the displacements on the two parts created by
the fracture i: The normal component [un] is the crack opening, it
is denite positive; conversely the tangential component represents
the sliding between the two sides and can be positive or negative, or
can not be present at all.
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FIGURE 4.12. Fracture modes: mode I corresponds to a tensile stress con-
dition, mode II to a shear stress, mode III to a tearing one.
In a cinematic classication one can dene three di¤erent fractures
modes: mode I corresponds only to a crack opening without sliding
component; mode II and mode III correspond to a sliding, respec-
tively normal and parallel to the front of the fracture itself (see gure
4.12). A generic fracture is obtained by a combination of the three
modes.
In mathematical terms, a crack is a boundary condition for the
elastic strain eld, with in general the additional complication that
the precise shape of the crack is unknown, depending in the stress
eld acting on it. By prescribing the crack geometry or by knowing
it, one can then compute the stress eld.
In the simple case of an elliptic crack under tensile stress, in an
innite two dimensional medium, the solution of the elastic equation
of equilibrium yields the stress concentration at the edge of the ellipse
K =
max

= 1 +
2a
b
; (4.2)
with  the nominal applied stress and max the maximum one. In
reality cracks typically are not elliptic but they present a sharp tip.
In rewriting equation 4.2 in terms of the curvature radius  = b2=a,
one can see that K diverges as 1=
p
 as ! 0.
K is called stress intensity factor and correlates stress eld around
the crack tip with the geometry as
ij =
Kp
2r
fij()
where fij is a crack-tip function that, asK; depends on the particular
loading conditions.
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FIGURE 4.13. An elliptic crack in a two dimensional medium.
Analysis of stresses and displacements distributions around the
crack is based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). Lin-
ear Elastic Fracture Mechanics rst assumes that the material is
isotropic and linear elastic. With this assumption, the stress eld
near the crack tip is calculated using the theory of elasticity. Based
on the linear theory, as we have seen, the stresses at the crack tip are
innity but in reality there is always a plastic zone at the crack tip
that limits the stresses to nite values. It is very di¢ cult to model
and calculate the actual stresses in the plastic zone and compare
them to the maximum allowable stresses of the material to deter-
mine whether a crack is going to grow or not.
An engineering approach is to perform a series of experiments and
reach at a critical stress intensity factor Kc for each material, called
the fracture toughness of the material. The critical stress corresponds
to the development of the fracture process in an irreversible way.
By knowing the value of Kc and K (Kc is an intrinsic property of
the material, K depends on loading conditions); then one can verify
if the fracture tends to propagate or not, i.e. if the fracture is stable.
The fracture will be stable if K < Kc:
Values of stresses and displacements can been determined (see for
a complete explanation [11], [7]) in terms of stress intensity factors.
In an linear elastic material, let us consider a point P (r; ); in a
system of polar coordinates with the origin on the crack tip and
 = 0 corresponding to the tangential direction as in gure 4.14.
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In plane deformations, for P close to the tip (i.e. r  l ), stress
eld has the following asymptotic expressions:
rr =
KI
4
p
2r

5 cos


2

  cos

3

2

+
+
KII
4
p
2r

 5 sin


2

+ 3 sin

3

2

+O(1)
 =
KI
4
p
2r

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+O(1): (4.3)
(Therefore stresses admit a singularity at fracture tip as 1=
p
r ).
Stress intensity factors KI ; KII ; KIII , that appear on the ex-
pressions 4.3, depend on the geometry of both the domain and the
fracture and on the type and the intensity of the applied loads.
Also vectorial discontinuity of displacements across the fracture,
in proximity of crack tip, can be expressed in function of the stress
intensity factors as follows
[u] =
4

r
r
2
f(1  )[KI{+KIj] +KIIIkg+O(r): (4.4)
In the previous expressions the terms O(r) indicate generic terms of
order r for r small; KI ;KII and KIII are the stress intensity factors
corresponding to mode I; II and III; [u] represents the vectorial
discontinuity on displacements due to the fracture.
Expression 4.4 gives the cinematic interpretation of the stress in-
tensity factors i.e., since they are directly proportional to [u], they
can be considered as a factor of vectorial discontinuity of displace-
ment on crack edges. This implies that KI must always be not neg-
ative. In fact, in the simple case of a fracture only in mode I, a
vectorial discontinuity of displacement not positive would mean a
permeation of fracture edges.
Fracture toughness is a material characteristic that can be mea-
sured by laboratory tests on some samples. The validity of the con-
cept of material toughness (validity that is problematic on a theoretic
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FIGURE 4.14. Local geometry in the proximity of crack tip.
point of view since in elastic eld it implies the presence of a plastic
zone around the crack tip), it is instead well demonstrated in the
experimental setting.
Irwin [29], in 1975, proposed as a criterion to evaluate the fracture
stability, to compare fracture toughness of the material with the
actual stress intensity factor induced by the load conditions, i.e.
KI < KIC ; the fracture is stable,
KI  KIC ; the fracture is instable.
4.2.2 Fracture stability in the Brunelleschi dome
The evaluation of crack stability is usually based on the comparison
between the value of K determined by the geometry conguration
and loads with the material characteristic KC : This comparison is
usually performed in a repetitive way in order to simulate the possi-
ble propagation of the ssure due to load time-history.
This methodology needs a precise evaluation of the stress intensity
factor associated to the real conguration (of loads and geometry).
Analytic solutions (or semi-analytic) have been determined (see for
example [29]) for ssured solids with simple geometry3.
3As a trivial exemple for an uniform load applied at an innite distance from fracture
edges, analytic expression gives
KI = 
p
a
KII = 
p
a
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Unfortunately, these solutions, applied on real complex structures
(with a more complex geometry etc. as in the Brunelleschi dome)
would lead approximate solutions, not useful for a correct evaluation
of structure safety.
More precise solutions can be achieved only via numeric methods;
most of them, as the one here used, are based on nite elements
model of the crack conguration.
This remark was necessary since, at a rst glance, one could think
to apply directly expression 4.4 (or some more specic expression
that can better represent load and geometry conditions under analy-
sis) to the values of displacements logged by the sensor on the frac-
ture in order to evaluate its stability. In reality, as discussed, obtained
results would be not precise. The nite element model of the dome
and in particular a nite element model able to reproduce with a
good approximation local values of deformation around the crack, is
thus necessary.
Model of a ssured solid requires nevertheless some specic consid-
erations here summarized. First, in linear fracture mechanics ssure
is represented by a discontinuity of displacements throughout the
edges that are reproduced by a line. The nite element model must
therefore account of this condition: base function used on the pro-
posed f.e.m. are for construction continuous on the domain and since
therefore fracture can not cross some elements, it has been placed on
the frontier of the elements. In particular, if all the dome would have
been modeled, it was necessary to reproduce the fracture by using
double nodes to reproduce fracture edges. In the proposed model
instead, due to symmetric disposition of cracks, it has been possible
to consider only an half of the fracture by allowing possible (on the
considered edge) the deformations compatible with crack congura-
tion.4
Convergence to the exact solution is achieved by the use of a ne
mesh (for a complete investigation see [7]); therefore on the initial
set up of the model a quite ne mesh has been chosen.
with a fracture length and ;  applied stresses.
4Another possible approach (not considered here) to the analysis of fracture stability
is the use of eXtended Finite Element Method i.e. a method that uses, in addition to the
classicial base functions associated to not ssured solid, some complementary functions
that account of the discontinuity of displacements througth the ssure.
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Evaluation of the stress intensity factor has nally been performed
by the so called extrapolation method. This method consists on con-
sidering the obtained displacements on the nodes of the fracture edge
more close to tip. By using the expression 4.4, these values are used
to evaluate the stress intensity factors as follows
KI  E
8(1  2)
r
2
d
[ut(B)]; KII  E
8(1  2)
r
2
d
[un(B)];
where [ut(B)] and [un(B)] are respectively tangential and normal
components of the jump of displacements of the nodes at a distance
d from a point B close to the crack tip.
This calculation must be repeated in an iterative way for all the
time-history of displacements associated to external loads evolution
(in the Brunelleschi dome temperature evolution).
In reality, due to the direct proportion between stress intensity
factor and [u], maximum value of K (the one that must be compared
with KC) is reached in correspondence of maximum displacement.
Therefore, the calculation has been performed only on this limit
condition.
In the analysis of the Brunelleschi dome it has been possible to
neglect the e¤ect of mode II since displacements are quite completely
in the tangential direction (the normal contribute can be considered
null). Thus the fracture undergoes only a tensile stress and only the
corresponding stress intensity factor has been determined.
The analysis has thus been performed as previously explained. In
the most severe condition, a maximum value of 5; 37 N=mm3=2 has
been obtained:
This value, associated to maximum displacement undergone by
fracture edges, must be compared with the value of the toughness
of the masonry under analysis. Unfortunately, not direct data of
toughness of the brick of Brunelleschi dome are available, thus it has
been possible only to refer to the general literature [38] that gives a
masonry toughness of about 10; 6 N=mm3=2.
Unfortunately, this value does not refer to historical masonry as
the one under analysis and more adequate value have not been found
on the literature.
Nevertheless, factor 2 between maximum obtained KI and given
KIC can be however considered as a safe factor that allows to state
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that the structure is still on a stable condition and material can still
give a resistance against an irreversible growth of the fracture.
A deep investigation on real material properties would be in any
case desirable for a more precise evaluation of fracture stability and
a nal evaluation. In fact, with time passing, material could have un-
dergone a degrading process and thus reduced its mechanical prop-
erties and in particular its toughness. Stress intensity factor induced
by external loads could thus not be so far from e¤ective masonry
toughness.
A continuous monitoring of displacements is however useful since
a sudden increase of crack opening due to some external causes could
lead to a denitively warring stress intensity factor value.
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Concluding remarks
The present work has addressed the risk of collapse of monumental
buildings under static conditions. This risk is often underestimated,
while the collected examples of catastrophic collapses happened in
the past, show that this event can occur by determining enormous
losses, both tangible (human, economical) and intangible (cultural,
social and historical) ones.
To deal with this risk is not a trivial task since one has to tackle in
the main time uncertainties characteristic of monumental buildings
and uncertainties referred to the hazard. Monumental buildings, in
fact, can not be treated as all the other structures: in reason of their
uniqueness (uniqueness on the history, on the typology, on the ma-
terials, on the phases and modalities of construction, etc.) they can
not be analyzed in statistical terms. These features (history, typol-
ogy, materials, phases and modalities of construction, etc.) represent
in the same time unknowns, since to have complete informations
about them is rarely possible.
Moreover also the hazard is di¢ cult to dene: in fact the collapse
is induced by an intrinsic weakness of the structure itself, thus it is
not possible to dene classes of intensity level.
Therefore these structures present, in the same time, high vulner-
ability and high possible tangible and intangible losses.
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Here the proposed risk management process begins with an analy-
sis of the hazard. In this step, structural health monitoring has re-
cently emerged as a reliable and e¢ cient approach to control the
system performance, to detect damage and to assess the structural
serviceability. Monitoring aim is to identify anomalies in the struc-
ture if there are, anomalies that can represent a damage and thus
determine a source of harm for the structural stability. These anom-
alies can be seen as singularities: an innovative way to detect these
singularities is the rst tool presented in this work. Its potentials
application on detecting crack in a region of the structure embedded
by sensors and its potentials use on identifying anomalous data in a
time-history has been presented in the chapter 2.
Once the damage (that is the possible cause of the collapse itself)
has been identied, it is necessary to avoid that its increase would
provoke the nal structural collapse, by determining casualties and
losses.
In addressing to monumental buildings, all the uncertainties pre-
viously exposed, seldom allow to set up a numerical nite element
model able to reproduce the structural behavior. This is possible only
in a qualitative way that does not help in preventing the collapse or
in reducing the risk. In some cases, instead, even if it is possible to
set up the nite element model, it requires however a certain time
after the crack pattern has been identied. In order to assure the
structural safety in the meantime, an early warning monitoring sys-
tem is the useful tool that can forecast the dangerous event (the risk
of collapse), giving alarm and thus avoiding the collapse or at least
reducing the nal losses.
The early warning monitoring system proposed in this work, even
if referred to the data of S. Maria del Fiore cathedral, is applicable
to any structure that undergoes a thermoelastic behavior as well.
Early warning systems usually employed in the prevention of natural
disasters use a statistical study of past events in order to forecast
future ones, (e.g. statistical analyses of past time-histories in order
to foresee the future data). In our case, statistical properties of data
logged by sensors in the Brunelleschi dome, makes di¢ cult the use of
this kind of analysis: in fact these data present a non Gaussian, non
stationary distribution. In addition, one may note that, in order to
set up a warning system that could be applicable to any structures,
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it is desirable to have a tool independent on the statistical properties
of the past time-history.
The early-warning system here proposed instead, is able to iden-
tify anomalous data present in the time history of displacement,
by means of a wavelet analysis on thermo-mechanic energy associ-
ated to the crack opening. The method could be tested also in other
structures that undergo a temperature dependent crack opening, just
modifying some parameters related to noise level of the acquired sig-
nals. The E¤ective Alarm Signal generated indicates the presence of
an anomalous displacement and the risk of the imminent collapse in
real-time.
The E¤ective Alarm Signal is also a reliable tool since it is able
to neglect all the cases in which the anomalous data are due to
instrumental errors. Instrumental errors that can occur for example
during thunderstorms.
As said, the study presented here is a special application on ex-
perimental data coming from the monitoring system installed on the
Brunelleschi dome. The methodology could however be applied also
to other structures under thermoelastic regime.
Since the numerical e¤ort required is very small and the calcula-
tion is very fast (some seconds in a standard laptop computer), an
application for a warning monitoring of a real structure is possible.
Once the early warning system has been set up it has been found
interesting to understand how far can be consider the fracture of the
S. Maria del Fiore dome from an instable growing i.e. if it has the
tendency in the immediate future to grow in an instable way. With
this aim, a study of the mechanics of the fracture has been done.
A basic but e¤ective model has been set up: it is, in fact, able to
reproduce local main features of the dome, in particular around the
crack.
The followed study of the stability of the crack in mechanical
terms, reveals that fracture in Brunelleschi dome is still stable; in
any case the uncertainties on the e¤ective material proprieties sug-
gest that a continuos monitoring of the structure is necessary, in
order to verify in real-time that no anomalous events could occur.
The early-warning monitoring proposed is therefore useful in this
aim.
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Appendix A
An introduction on the mechanics of
quasicrystals
From the crystallographic denition crystals are three dimensional
period arrangements of atoms with translation symmetry along its
three principal axes. In 1984 Shechtman and co-workers [45] discov-
ered the existence of some metallic alloys in which atoms were clus-
tered with symmetry not compatible with the periodicity in space of
some crystalline cell (icosahedral symmetry in space and pentagonal
one in plane). As a consequence such alloys presented an intrinsically
quasiperiodic atomic structures and were called quasicrystals. The
break of the translational symmetry was not a consequence of the
presence of defects, but it was due to the presence of atomic clusters
with symmetry di¤erent from the prevailing one. These topological
alterations were called worms and ensure the existence of lattices
with a prevailing icosahedral symmetry1. The essential point is that
worms may be created and destroyed everywhere in the lattice as a
consequence of atomic rearrangements which have a prominent inu-
ence on the gross mechanical behavior. So quasicrystals are promi-
nent examples of complex bodies.
1As an example let us think of a planar space ambient and try to construct over it a
lattice with pentagonal symmetry covering the whole plane. From elementary geometry
we know that it is not possible to ll the whole plane only by using pentagons; structures
with a symmetry di¤erent from the prevaling one must be introduced. These structures
represent a topological alteration that alters the prevaling periodicity.
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A complex body is a body in which changes in the material sub-
structure have prominent macroscopic e¤ects due to the interactions
generated by substructural changes. Their mechanical behavior is
naturally described by multield theories; here we refer to [34].
A.1 Summary of the mechanics of quasicrystals
We consider a quasicrystalline body in a regular region B0 of R3, a
region that we take as reference. A deformation of B0 is a su¢ ciently
smooth orientation-preserving one-to-one mapping x 7 ! y 2 R3,
with x 2 B0, that displacesgeneric material element from its ref-
erence place x to its actual one y = y (x). The actual place of the
body is then B = y (B0). The standard displacement vector u = y x
collects the degrees of freedom of each material element in the am-
bient space (the so-called phonon degrees of freedom because they
are associated with the common deformation governing the standard
acoustic regime).
In quasicrystals, in addition to the crowding and the sharing of
material elements, local rearrangements of the crystalline structures
occur. These atomic rearrangements (the so-called phason activity)
have a signicant inuence on the gross mechanical behavior and are
described by a vector w attached at each generic material element.
w collects internal degrees of freedom, the so-called phason degrees
of freedom. Roughly speaking, w is a morphological descriptor that
describes the local shift of atoms within the crystalline structure,
(see, e.g., [34], [30], [44]).
Motions are described by the time-parameterized vector elds u =
~u (x; t) ; w = ~w (x; t), where t is the time, as usual and with
B0  [0; t] 3 (x; t)! y := y(x; t) 2 R3;
B0  [0; t] 3 (x; t)! w := w(x; t) 2 Vw;
where Vw is the space in which w exists and can be identied with
R3:
The analysis of di¤raction patterns obtained by x-ray experiments
indicate that the phason activity has no peculiar kinetic energy.
Moreover, internal dissipation is associated with the atomic changes
[44].
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Referring to [34] we indicate with b any part of B0 (any subset of
B0 with nonnull volume measure and the same regularity properties
of B0). b is assumed to interact with the rest of the body and the
external environment by means of interactions of bulk and contact
nature (these ones through the boundary @b). The external power
Pextb ( _x;w) of all external actions over b, is given by
Pextb ( _x; _w) =
Z
b
(b  _x) dV +
Z
@b
(Pn  _x+ Sn  _w) dH2;
where b represents standard bulk forces (that collects inertial and non
inertial actions); P and S are respectively the rst Piola-Kirchho¤
stress and phason stress. Pn represents the traction-developping
power in the relative change of place of neighboring material ele-
ments at the boundary @b, by imaging the phason activity frozen.
Sn pictures interactions developed across the boundary @b between
neighboring material elements which do not change place but display
di¤erent phason activity [34].
Now the invariance of Pextb ( _x;w) with respect to (classical) changes
in observers governed by rigid body motions (ruled by S(O)), is re-
quired. For such change, if _x is the value of the velocity _x after the
change in the observer, we get
_x = c(t) + _q(t) (x  x0) + _x;
where c(t) is the translational velocity, constant in space, x0 a point
chosen arbitrarily and _q 2 so (3) at each time t: Moreover by
indicating with _w the rate _w measured after the change in observer,
one gets
_w = _w + _q(t) w;
(translation is not dened in the space Vw).
Now we require the invariance Pextb ( _x; _w) = Pextb ( _x; _w), for any
choice of translational c and rotational _q velocities and for any part b:
Therefore from the arbitrariness of c, _q; and b, one gets the pointwise
balance equations, i.e. rst the standard balance of forces
b+DivP = 0:
For the balance of phason interactions, there exists a pure dissipative
self-action z = DivS (with z  _w  0) such that
skwPF  = skw(w 
 z + (rx)S):
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This equation tells us that the Cauchy stress is not symmetric a
priori ; the lack of symmetry is due to phason interaction.
The body force b, the microstress S, the self-force z, and the
Piola-Kirchho¤ stress P have counterparts dened over B, namely
f; Sa, za and Cauchy stress : They are linked with one other
by Piola transform f = (detF ) 1bF T , Sa = (detF ) 1SF T ; za =
(detF ) 1zF T and  = (detF ) 1PF T : From now on we will con-
sider innitesimal deformation regime, where b ' f; S ' s, za ' z
and P ' . Also, we confuseB with B0, and the actual and refer-
ential di¤erentials operator.
Now, since the elastic energy is a quadratic form in small defor-
mation regime, one gets
 = Cru+K0rw;
Sa = K0Tru+Krw;
where C, H, and K are fourth order tensors. In the case of planar
quasicrystals with vefold symmetry [30], one has
Cijhk = ijhk +  (ihjk + ikjh) ;
K0ijhk = k1ihjk + k2 (ijhk   ikjh) ;
Kijhk = k3 (i1   i2) (ijhk   ihjk + ikjh) ;
where i; j; h; k = 1; 2, ij is Kronecker symbol,  and  are Lamé
constants, k1 and k2 are constants characterizing the pure phason
behavior, and k3 is the phonon-phason interaction constant: only in
the last expression, no summation is assumed over repeated indices.
As a sample case we consider the Al30:3Pd21:5Mn8:2 alloy. For it,
typical values of elastic constants and mass density are  = 0:75 
1011N=m2,  = 0:65  1011N=m2, k1 = 0:81  1011N=m2, k2 =
 0:421011N=m2, and  = 5100kg=m3, (see [28]). The experimental
determination of k3 is uncertain. A stochastic approach considering
such uncertainties is presented in [35]. Here the experimental mean
value k3=k1 = 0:1 is assumed in the numerical simulations.
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A.2 The performed numerical simulation
By using appropriate test functions x 7 ! u := u(x) 2 R3 and
x 7 ! w := w(x) 2 R3, the weak form of balance equations readsZ
B0
ru  P dX +
Z
B0
rw  S dX  
Z
B0
w  z dX =Z
B0
u  u dX +
Z
B0
u  b dX +
Z
@B0
u  t dH; (A.1)
where the vector density t = Pn represents standard external trac-
tions, being n the unit normal to the boundary @b0 of b0. Since we do
not know any loading device able to prescribe a phason traction Sn at
the external boundary @B0, we presume that it vanishes there. To ob-
tain a nite element scheme, the domain B0 is partitioned into nite
elements be0 (e = 1; : : : ; N). In each b
e
0, some points (nite in num-
ber) represent the integration nodes. The nodal displacements and
the phason degrees of freedom of the e-th nite element are collected
in the vectors Ue andWe respectively. Over each nite element, the
interpolations u (x; t) = eu (x)U
e(t); w (x; t) = ew (x)W
e(t) are
considered, with eu and 
e
w the matrices of the shape functions.
In the numerical simulations presented below, triangular nite ele-
ments are considered. The test elds are chosen to be of the form
u = euU
e; w = ewW
e; where Ue and We are arbitrary vari-
ations of nodal displacements and phason degrees of freedom vectors.
By substituting into (A.1), and taking into account that equation
(A.1) must hold for any choice of the variations Ue and We, one
obtains 
Meuu 0
0 0
 
Ue
We

+

0 0
0 Deww
 
_Ue
_We

+
Keuu K
e
uw
(Keuw)
T Keww
 
Ue
We

=

Feu (t)
0

; (A.2)
whereMeuu;K
es, Deww are mass, sti¤ness and viscosity matrices ob-
tained by integrating the matrices of shape function and the consti-
tutive coe¢ cients as usual.
Equation (A.2) is a system of ordinary di¤erential equations and
represents the discrete (in space) form of the equations of motion
for the e-th element. The contribution of each nite element can
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FIGURE A.1. Standard displcements in the static setting: no peculiar dif-
ferences with the displacement eld associated to a simple body undergoing
the same load conditions are remarkable
FIGURE A.2. Phason activity in static setting: a localization of the phason
activity is evidenced in the vicinity of the macro-crack tip.
be assembled in a standard way by considering nodal compatibility
and balance. Then, nodal restrains (discretized Dirichlet boundary
conditions) can be prescribed.
Results of the analysis of the static setting are presented in gure
A.1 and gure A.2: here the static displacements resulting from the
analysis (magnication factor 5  105) are plotted, referring rst
to the standard displacements and then to the phason activity. A
localization of the phason activity is evidenced in the vicinity of
the macro-crack tip. Macro-displacements on the other hand appear
qualitatively similar to those of a standard Cauchy body.
In order to perform numerical analysis in the dynamical setting, it
has been necessary rst to discretize also in time Eq. (A.2). The so-
lution of the equations of motion can be obtained by standard time-
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FIGURE A.3. Snapshots of the response time-histories referred to standard
displacements and phason activity
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integration algorithms. Here a Newmark scheme with trapezoidal
rule is adopted. The time step is chosen to be t = 2:0  10 6s.
Snapshots of the response time-histories referred to standard dis-
placements and phason activity are presented in gure A.3. A clear
characterization of the gross behavior and of the phason activity is
not possible only by means of this analysis, giving therefore reason
to the performed use of wavelets.
